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- Mitch Snyder speaks

by David Bullock and Larry Radicao

"What does it mean to do our share in the creationo)
a new and decent world?" Mitch Snyder asked an
audience of Colby students last Wednesday evening.
He was referring to what he believes could be a final
solution to poverty and the plight of the homeless.
Mitch Snyder is a hard-nosed activist determined to
bring national attention to the plight of the homeless.
Yet he was not always this way. By age twenty-six he
had work-d his way into a position as a successful
Madison Avenue Consultant earning fifty thousand
dollars a year. But Snyder was unsatisfied; he felt
void of a purpose. Then one day he "woke up," and,
realizing there was so much more he could be doing,
left the glory, the money, and the prestige. From there
he went on a long journey which finally, in 1973,
found him a member of the Community for Creative
Non-Violence (CCNV) in Washington D.C. This
group, originally formed sixteen years ago in response
to the Vietnam War, now focuses on the homeless and
the hungry. Fourteen years ago Snyder and the
CCNV opened soup kitchens to a couple of hundred
people a day. Now they serve over two thousand
people a day with food, medical care, and spiritual
guidance.
Mitch Snyder, because of his firm religious beliefs
that we must help our brothers and sisters, will stop
for no person, and will bow down to no organization.
The CCNV in Washington runs the Second Street
shelter, and Snyder recently fasted for fifty-one days ir
order to get financial support for the refurbishing of the
shelter. His powerful actions persuaded President
Reagan to promise the facility would be modernized.
Later, the Department of Health and Human Services
withdrew its promise, but Snyder held his ground
firmly, and the CCNV would not budge. Eventually
plans for the closing of the Second Street shelter were
scraooed. and todRV the shelter is & home Far
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thousands of the poor in Washington.
"Everything today is disposable; paint brushes,
diapers, razors, and now so are the people," Snyder
stated with disgust. He believes that the nation as a
whole is a reflection of each and every individual; thus
each'and every one of us has a responsibility. For
something to be done about the rampant problem of the
homeless "we must stop compromising and act now.
Actions flow out of our proximity to the victims."
Snyder suggests we should bring ourselves closer to
these people, and in doing so, we will be inspired to
help just as he was. Snyder spends almost every
minute of every day on the street, one on one with
these people. He eats, sleeps, and literally lives with
the destitute. In doing so he has become aware that the
way society acts is irrational; "Our own abundant
wealth is driving us mad.
Snyder indicated that he came to Colby "to educate
and sensitize" the students. He said that people, by
surrounding themselves with the niceties associated
with such communities as Colby College or the
suburbs of the United States, are putting a buffer zone
between themselves and the real world. People who
live in these communities are so detached from the
cruelties of the real world, he contends, that they are
able to go about their daily life without any
consideration for those who have to "look through
garbage pails for meals and sleep in the street
When these people are confronted by a man in the
street begging for money, they say "Oh, he's just a
dirty bum." They see him, not as a man like you and
me, but as a degenerate lacking the motivation to help
himself. In fact, Snyder tells us, the homeless consist
of a variety of society: professionals who run into hard
times, the mentally disabled and the physically
handicapped. Stereotyping the homeless as degenerate
bums is another way in which people buffer

h ave made f or cr owded p arkin g an d lon g
Hues at rest auran ts, yet all parents who made
the trip seemed to agree that It was well
worth It.
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themselves from harsh realities and justify their own
inaction.
At one point, Snyder's speech called on Colby
students to act - - to act with love.... to act without
caution; to stop "surrounding [themselves] with [their]
comfortablecushions and see the real world."
What does Mitch Snyder see as being the solution foi
the problem of the homeless of the world? In the
short-run he would "like to see the government star)
spending some money". He is currently asking
Congress to help fund his Second Street shelter and
focus more of its attention on the plight of the
homeless. In the long-run, he would like to see a
systemic change within society. Said Snyder, "Any
society that breeds itself on competition is irrational,
dangerous and inhuman." He would like to see a
society whose members treat each other as brothers
and sisters... as human beings. To this end, Snyder
will not bend or compromisehis principles.
In conclusion, Snyder's speech was provocative and
informative and his controversial, utopic ideals left his
audience with much to think about
Snyder appeared at Colby as a guest of the Cultural
Life Committee.

Trial Set for
71 Murder
by Wendy Dauphinais
The trial of Alan D. Pelletier, a 37 year old Winslow
auto dealer, indicted six mpnths ago for murdering Colby
freshman Katherine Murphy on November 4, 1971, has
been scheduled for January 12 at the Kennebec County
Superior Court.
Fifteen years have passed since the body of the 18 year
old Colby student was found in a ravine, 35 feet from
Mayflower Drive. Murphy's death was caused by multiple
skull fractures, believed to have resulted from blows of a
large blunt object
Prosecutors claim that Murphy was accidentally struck
by a truck while walking up Mayflower Hill .shc was then
dragged into a ravine, and repeatedly struck with a large
rock.
At the time of the murder in 1971, the Colby campus
was greatly affected by the murder. A special mass at
Lorimer Chapel was held for Murphy, in which over 500
Colby students attended. Security and the administration
were busy instructing the students as to safety precautions
and they formed a new program of bus service, the Jitney,
to take students to and from town.
. The day after Murphy 's death, Pelletier went to the
Waterville Area Communications Center and reported thai
he saW' a man beating a woman on Mayflower Hill of
Colby Campus. Since his statement, Pelletier has been
considered a prime suspect for the investigation of the
Murphy murder.
On March 10,1986 Pelletier was charged by a Kennebec
County grand jury, in connection with the death of
Murphy [however ,he was freed on $200,000 bail afte r
pleading innocent
Pcllcticr's attorney, Daniel Ullcy said that judging from
the time period of IS years since the murder, the suite ha;
continued on page 3
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Peace Corps

Fellow Citizens of the World
by William Safire
N.Y. Times News Service

U.S. Embassy in Moscow in a
swamp. We should not have to put
vibrators on all nprthside
windowpanes of the White House to
defend against eavesdropping beams
from Mount Alto.
A new and precisely reciprocal site
will be offered the Soviet Union,
which will be fairly compensated foi
the vast electronic surveillance
complex it has built in our capital;
parts of which can be used to
monitor low-flying ducks as we
move the embassy to the Tidewater
area of Maryland.
In that regard, I am ordering strict
reciprocation in embassy servicing.
Today, not one American works foi
the Soviet Embassy in Washington;
within 90 days, not one Soviet
citizen will work for the U.S
Embassy in Moscow. It may be
difficult finding maids and gardeners
to replace the KGB employees now
doing those jobs for us, but we will
persevere even if our ambassador
has to learn to use a vacuum cleaner.
Second, I am speeding up my
order to reduce the number of
Russian spies operating under
Soviet U.N. Mission auspices. I
have already specified which 25 are
to be returned home without
replacement by October 1; next
week, I will publish a list of the 200
others who are to leave by the end ol
the year.
In addition, I call on the U.N.
secretary general to reduce the
number of Soviet citizens on the
U.N. staff by half; as an earnest of
our good will, the United States
would be willing to finance a study
of a move of the U.N . headquarters
to Moscow, with the same number
of U.S. employees to work there as
Russians now work for the U.N. in
New York.
Third , I intend to rccind the
approval of the United States of the
Helsinki Final Act. This is the
reciprocation for the repeated failure
of the Soviet Union to observe its
agreeementson human rights.
That agreement was the great
triump of the Second Era of Detenu
under Mr. Brezhnev. He was able tc
get the West to -go along with

WASHINGTON - The following
speech draft was filched from a
White House burnbag; it was not
delivered by President Reagan
Monday [September 22] in his
welcome to the U.N. delegates.
My fellow citizens of the world:
We gather today at what many of
us thought would be the opening of
the Third Era of Detente. Instead, in
response to the prospect of a visit to
Moscow by the leader of China, the
Soviet Union has placed world
Communist unity ahead of
superpower agreement and has
turned 1986 into "The Year of
Reciprocity."
As a result, when the U.S. last
month prevented the abuse of its
hospitality by arresting a Soviet spy
masquerading as a U.N. official, the
Soviet Union trumped up charges
against an American newsman and
offered to trade an innocent man foi
a guilty one.
We cannot accept that; if we
allowed a bargaining chip to be
created out of a false assertion, th at
would end all hope of arms control.
In what has turned out to be the
gravest diplomatic error of my
presidency, I gave the Soviet leadei
my personal assurance of the
American's innocence, by then
branding our reporter a spy and
preparing a show trial , Mr.
Gorbachev in effect called me a liar.
There is a line in Americanwestern
folklore written by the novelist Own
Wister. It goes: "When you call me
that, smite!"
I do not shrink fomr Mr.
Gorbachev's Year of Reciprocity.
The U.S. has nothing to lose and
much to gain by a series of steps and
countersteps to bring about a new
parity in our diplomatic relationship,
leading to a level playing field in the
field of espionage.
First, I am ordering a
re-examination of the curious
arrangement agreed to by a
too-trusting predecessor that has
placed the huge Soviet Embassy in
Washington on Mount Alto, and the
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by James Reston
N.Y. Times News Service
WASHINGTON - The Peace Corps celebrated its
25th anniversary here this month, reminding us that
American foreign policy is not all missiles and Stealth
bombers but has a gentler side.
It was just a week before he was elected as the 35th
President of the United States that John F. Kennedy
summoned the youth of America to get this country
moving again; and dramatized the idea of a volunteer
Peace Corps.
"There is not enough money in all America to relieve
the misery of the underdeveloped world in a giant and
endless soup kitchen," he said. "But there is enough
know-how and enough knowledgeable people to help
those nations help themselves.
"I therefore propose that our inadequate efforts in
this area be supplemented by a Peace Corps of talented
young men willing and able to serve their country in
this fashion for three years as an alternative to
peacetime selective service..."
It was not, of course, a new idea. It had its roots in
the biblical injunction, "From those to whom much is
given much is required," and in the missionary
tradition of volunteer service among the poor and
hungry people of the world.
It is interesting to recall that once the Peace Corps
was established, President Kennedy made two
conflicting decisions in the firs t year df his
administration.

Russian claims to vast land grabs in
Eastern Europe after World War II,
in return for what we now see were
empty promises. Small wonder that
20 million copies of that agreement
have been distributed in the Soviet
Union.
We no longer need to legitimate
those claims to expanded borders.
We do not need a forum for the
useless exchange of complaints. The
Helsinki agreement is pot a treaty,
but a "declaratin of intent," without
Senate ratification; it was signed in
good faith by one president, and can
be nullified by another if he sees thai
the Soviet Union's intent was a
fraud. My recision may distress the
cottage industry here that enjoys its
junkets and expensive reports, but
the principle of reciprocity must be
observed.
These acts are in saddened and
saboer response to the buildup of
unfair advantage in espionage,
capped by the false accusation of
lying made by the Kremlin's "Greal
Reciprocator." And when I call him
that-1 do not smile.

Rea san 's Tic king Clock
by James Reston
N.Y. Times News Service
WASHINGTON- President Reagan is twisting and
turning these days in his relations with the Soviet
Union, to the irritation of both Pravda and The Wall
Street Journal, so maybe he's edging in the right
direction.
He's rejecting the extremes. He's refusing to make .
sharp either-or choice between Nicholas Daniloff and
Mikhail Gorbachev, between Secretary of State Shultz
and Secretary of Defense Weinberger, between what
he said last month and what he said this month , or
between demanding everything while getting nothing
and demanding less but getting something. In short, he
is learning the first rule of politics: that you have to
choose between the essential and the not-so-esscntial.
The president rebuked Moscow for making a hostage
out of an innocent U.S. jounalist, but added at the
U.N. that recent U.S.-Sovict arms control talks might
mark, "the beginning of a serious, productive,
negotiation... All of this gives me hope."
The Soviet foreign minister, while characterizing the
president's speech as "regrettable," added:
¦
!_ _ .
.-•
m
a."
* - -'
*
Latciy,
encouraging
outlines
or mcamngtui
agreements have been emerging. A summit meeting is
also a realistic possibility. Wc could move forward
rather smoothly if that is what the U.S. side wants."
Reagan has addressed the General Assembly of the
United Nations five times, and each, kjwith the 1985
speech an exception, has been more concilatory than
the one before.
In 1982 he listed in the toughest terms the Soviet,
"record of tyranny," accused Moscow of eroding the
confidence needed for arms negotiations and
condemned it for supplying chemical weapons for use
in Laos and Cambodia.
His 1983 speech was milder. He stressed that "a
nu clear war canno t b e won , and it must never be
fought," and while he regretted Moscow's rejection oi
his "zero option" nuclear proposal, he added, "I still
haven't given up hope that the Soviet Union will cntci
into serious negotiations."
Tliis speech was made three weeks after the Russian!
shot down the South Korean airliner, but as in the
Dani loff cosee, the president condemned the Soviet
1

action while defending continued efforts to get the
arms race under control.
Then, in 1984, Reagan said, "We are ready for
constructive negotiations with the Soviet Union." He
added, "We do have the principles and wc will stand
by them, but we will also seek the friendship and good
will of all, both old friends and new."
In 1985 the president, though preparing for his first
meeting with Gorbachev, was sharply critical of the
Russians as the chief agents of discontent in the world,
and he condemned Moscow's interventions in
Afghanistan, Nicaragua and elsewhere. At the same
time, he looked forward to a "fresh start" in his
meeting with the Soviet general secretary.
Thus it's not quite accurate to say that his latest
speech was much more temperate than ever before.
His language was more temperate, but he has always
traveled on this double track: roaring against Soviet
violoations of human and sovereign rights while
vfiiviiu g uu uv^u uaiv a vviiuuuiw tuiim uvuij ,
s_ftf_.»>i -_m t Y _ «_r_ft_ _ t - f_t_ - n ii*a«> _ F _ _ i _ _ 1 a <_ *•*_ - ._ trnofir

The president has been criticized for wasting chances
for negotiations in his first term, but in fairness, three
Soviet leaders have died since Reagan came into the
White House, and he had no decisive leader to talk to.
Under Gorbachev, and facing a stronger U.S.
defense, Moscow is now accepting Reagan's agenda
for reducing nuclear arms instead of merely controlling
them. He has accepted the principle of on-site
inspection at the Stockholm conference and has
indicated a willingness to talk about repairing Soviet
relations with China, Japan and Israel.
This has not persuaded those in the administration
who doubt that the Russians would keep their
agreements even if they swore to them, but the
president has seen enough change to make hint think
that maybe, just maybe, he can find some way to get
. out of this atrocious tangle.
He is well aware of Moscow's voca b u l ary t r ick s,
. being pretty good at this game himself, but there arc
limits to his inquisitorial zeal, and he hears the ticking
of the clock. When a man reaches 16 and faces
retirementand even graver nuisances, he is inclined , U
he is wise, to pay a little more attention to time and to
his wife, and the informed gossip here is Umt Nancy
Rea gan wou ld l ik e to see h er guy leave the W hi te
House with more than a wave and a smile.

Continued from page 2 .
He sent 500 additional "advisers" to South Vietnam,
raising the total to 17,000 in 1963; and he sent 500
new Peace Corps volunteers to work in the fields and
villages of eight developing countries.
As Gerard T. Rice, a young volunteer, now working
at the World Bank, notes in "The Bold Experiment,"
his excellent history of the Peace Corps: "Vietnam
scarred the American psyche (58,000 dead) leaving
memories of pain and defeat. But Kennedy's other
initiative inspired, and continues to inspire, hope and
understanding among American, and the rest of the
world. In that sense, the Peace Corps was his most
affirmative and enduring legacy."
We hear little of the Peace Corps now, though
100,00 young Americans have served in its ranks in
this last quarter-century, and almost 10,000 are still ir
the field.
Was this merely a "bold experiment," serviceable foi
a time but now a forgotten triumph, irrelevant to the
present day?
Much is said these days about the failure of freedom
and affluence in the pursuit of happiness, and people
of different political persuasions - from Gary Hart to
Bill Buckley - turn repeatedly to "the remedy of
volunteer national service for the waywardness and
permissiveness of the so-called Me Generation.
This is not new either. In 1904, William James, in ar
address to the Universal Peace Conference in Boston,
suggested that the government should enlist young
men to work among the poor and rejected people of the
nation.
Later, in his famous essay on "The Moral Equivalent
of War," he added: "The war against war is going to bt
Peace Corps

Academia
Elsewhere
Bowdoin College, Brunswick:
Four Fraterneties at Bowdoin, Zeta
Psi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Theta
Delta Chi, and Beta Theta Pi are on
social probation until October fourth
for alcohol related incidents; the
College has already withdrawn
recognition from one of them, TDC,
and this fraternity now risks losing
the College's services.
Bates College, Lewiston: The
prime suspect in last year's shooting
of Bates' Dean James W. Carignan
has been acquitted due to lack of
evidence. Carignan is back at Bates
but plans to take a leave of absence
noxt semester. This is Carignan's
seventeenth year at the College; a
new Assistant Dean , Stephen
Sawyer, has been hired to fill in for
Carignan.
Middlebury College, Middlebury,
VT: President Robison has
appointed a task force on drug abuse
to examine the extent of dru g
problems on campus, stating that,
"recent events, at both the national
and local level, have dramatized the
danger of students ' drug
involvement and its consequences
on their campus. " Last year
Middlebury student John Zackaro,
son of the last Presidential election's
Democratic candidate for Vice
President, Gcraldine Ferraro.
Yale University, New Haven, CT:
Twenty-one students were arrested
two weeks ago in a protest calling
for divestment from South Africa
following a sit-in in the Bursor's
office. Yale's new president, Bcnnc
L. Schmidt Jr., announced that thej
had pulled out of one company but
refused to dentify it.

THE FAR SIDE

Pelletier

no holiday excursion or camping party... Our Gilded
Youths should be packedoff to coal and iron mines, to
freight trains, to fishing fleets in December, to
dishwashing and clothes-washing, to road building
and tunnel making, according to their choice, to get the
childishness knocked out of them, and to come back
into society with heathier sympathies and soberer
ideas..."
Well, they were tougher and they wrote better in
those days, and James made the mistake of urging that
this work be compulsory, but the search for "The
Moral Equivalent of War" goes on and the need for
volunteer service clearlyexists.
We see it in the plight of our aging population, many
of whom cannot afford to be sick. We see it in every
city slum and town where the facilities for
transportation, housing and recreation are in urgent
need of repair.
And we see it most dramatically in the plight of our
farms, whose abundant production is driving people
off the land and into the overcrowded cities, while half
the human race goes to bed hungry every night
In 1951, 14 percent of our people, or over 22
million, worked the fertile American land; now only 2
percent, or 2.3 million, raise more food than we can
use. Though the farmers collected over $25 billion in
government subsidies this fiscal year, the rate of farm
bankrupticies is the highest since the Great
Depression.
Can we do better than this? Apply the idealism and
labor and generosity of the Peace Corps to
contemporary problems. Many people here think we
can, and some of them even work for the government

i~-3.se

Continued from page 1
had a very tough time accumulating
evidence to prove Pelletier
guilty/'Pelletier does not haye to
prove his innocence, the state has to
prove his guilt," said Lilley.
Currently Lilley is in the process
of "discovery" in which he must
obtain all the documents pertaining
to the case, from the state of Maine.
Lilley is considering asking the
court for a change of venue so that
widespread rumors and publicity
will not prevent Pelletier from
getting a fair trial. "Once the
discovery process is completed, then
we will make all discussions (on
matters) such as a change of
venue,"said Lilley.
Last week in an interview with
Lilley, the Echo asked how his client
felt about the case. Lilley
replied,"My client seems confident
that he will not be charged with the
young woman's death, and he has
always had that confidence.""

Leadership Retreat a Success

Despite cold weather, approximately fifty of Colby s student leaders
attended the leadership retreat at Camp Caribou the weekend of
September 21st Participants included residence hall governors;
Commons' presidents and chairs; members of the Stu-A executive body;
John Farkas, director of student activities; Commons' coordinators
Laurie Brown and Jill Glickman; Joyce McPhetres Maisel, Associate
Dean of Students; and Janice Seitzinger, Dean of Students. The retreat's
goals were to help leaders achieve a greater sense of their positions, to
define common objectives, to plan student activities for the year, and to
get to know each other. These goals were accomplished through a series
of discussions, team building activities, and weekend responsibilities.
Gerry Hadden, an East Quad governor, commented "I personally feel
much more confident and aware of the responsibilities my position as
governor entails. It was really great getting to know all the other
governors; I made a lot of new friends."
His words were echoed by many other student leaders who declared th.
weekend a success. Many came away with extremely positive
impressions of their goals and of each other. One student said "I'm
psyched to be working with these people. If half of our enthusiasm
spills over to the rest of the campus, Colby will enjoy a fantastic year."
Similaropinions were expressed by the Dean of Students Office. Joyce
McPhetres Maisel felt that the retreat (which was in an expanded form
this year) was beneficial - past leaders were able to share both their

By GARY LARSON

The Class of 1990 Right Into the Groove and then some
By Betsy Kuller

"Oool This Is always amusing. ... Here
comes Bessie inside her plastic cow ball."

positive and negative experiences with new leaders. In addition, she was
pleased with everyone's enthusiasm and with how everyone appeared
willing to work at making the Commons System a success. "I feel the
retreat was a positive experience for all -1 had a wonderful time myself,"
she said. "I'm very excited about the many possibilities for the
Commons."
As well as presidents, chairs, and governors meetings, the discussions
at the retreat covered a variety of interesting topicssuch as the history anc
philosophy of Colby's commons system, the actual structure of the
student government, individual responsibilities, programming and related
procedures, how to involve faculty, and suggestions for working with
the volunteer center. The film "A Class Divided" was shown ,
stimulating a long discussion on discrimination in the world at large, as
Well as here at Colby, and methods to combat it. Other highlights
included team building exercises on the ropes course, N ancy's back rub
clinic, "Wheel of Fortune" with Greg "Vanna White" Igo, a bonfire
complete with singing and ghost stories (Roland , yours was a chiller!),
sleeping bag talks (Was that you whispering at 3 am Jill?!), and
volleyball for the masses (We really shouldn't haye picked on Janice that
much guys!)
Everyone was pleased that the leadership retreat was such a success.
One commonly voiced suggestion was: "Can we do this again in a month
or two?"

Sitting among a group of friendly
freshmen three weeks ago, Doug
Mueller, '90, entered, shouting out
joyfully, "I love this place! I want tc
live here!!" He gestured wildly with
his mug of beer.
The class of 1990 is fitting right
into tihe groove here at Colby. The
mostly white, New England student
body is still perpetuating the Colby
stereotype. High School social
representati ves, football as well as
debate captains, and rock and roll
aspirants still flock here and feast on
Colby's rich facilities.
This is not a timid and retiring
class, you won 't sec your average
freshman cowering away fro m a

bullying upperclassman. 1he J ass
of 1990 are fearless party-crashers
who can't and won't wait to strut
their stu ff. The upperclassmen
don't mind this as much as this
reporter had expected - in fact ,thcy
treat freshmen at their keg parlies
("Three dollars please.") with ho
hassling.
If you look at the sports team
rosters, notice the high percentageol
freshmen on varsity athletic teams,
So many freshmen signed up for
freshmen seminars that they had to
turn away a record number. New
COOT trips had to be created
because of their enthusiasm - 240
participants, more than COOT has
ever had. Playfalr was an inspiring
success , ending with the entire
au dience (mostly freshmen ,

orientation leaders, and pre-scason
athletes) chanting, "Col-by,
Col-by!" Everyone rushed to the
center of the field to gather togcthci
and support each other.
While at first glance the entire class
of 1990 seems cut out of a cookie
cutter; their positive qualities as an
almost homogeneous group benifil
the school as much as their subtle
diversity does.
The citizens of Hawaii, the only
children , those with fourteen
siblings , the romantic guitar
s t rummers and Bob Parle y
lip-synchers , the striving ,
persevering x-country runners , the
graceful dancers, and the aspiring
scientists show a class fitting into
Colby.
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a) ATST—for everyda y discounts of 40% to over
50% off wee kday rotes on out-of-state calls.
b) Short bursts of intens e study followed by
hours of frantic party ing.
c) AT&T—-forexceptional value and high quality
service.
d) AT&T—for collect ,third- party and operatorassisted long distance calls.
e) Any class that does not confli ct with "The Love
Connection. '
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Subw ay Construction

Upens

by Holly Piercy

by Chris Van H ome
At 4:00 PM on Sept ember 8th , a small cot erie of upp erclassmen
gathered at the Colby pub to re-innitiatc the serving of alcohol. Not being
one to miss historical events, this repor ter took it upon himself to indulge
in the festivities. After purchasing my Coors , I ven t ured ou tside to the
terrace. Immediately , there w as confusion as to whe ther beers were
permitted outside or if B.Y.O.B. stiil existed as well as oiher inquiries.
Let 's set the record straight
As of this semester the Board of Trus tees has cond oned the sale of
alcohol a t the pub af ter a one year hia tus . By doin g so, Colby College
has taken upon itself the responsibility of self-insurance. "In the past
year we have consul ted over twen ty insurance companies and none of
them would cover us." Mr. Douglas Rcinhar t, Treasurer of the college
added , "We could not even get a quote " The re ticence of insurance
companies to cover class A restaurants with an under thirty clientele,
such as the pub , has been affecting numerous local watering holes. This
has been primarily due to the law of Unlimited Liabili ty in the Sta te of
Maine. In shor t, one could sue a corporation like Colby College for all
it 's worth , Stud ent Cen ter and all , if an alcohol rela ted accident was
traced back to the pub.
Fortunately, a recen t mod ifica t ion of t he M a ine L aw has placed a
$250,000 ceiling on Liability (Plus medical expenses). This major
change , as well as a reques t by both the st uden t body and adminis tra t ion,
prompted the trust ees to allow the sale of alcohol in the pub. When asked
why he favored the tru st ees decision , President Cotter said that people
" can brin g their own " anywh ere on campus but the pub is more for a
" special " place to gather with friends. The president also stated that there
should be less uncontrolled drinking and trips downtown with the pub
servin g beer again.
As for B .Y.O.B., leave your Busche at home. The pub has re-licensed
itself which nullifies the "Host " statu s it had last year. What about the
terrace? Legally, Alcohol must remain in the confines of the building but
it is not app aren t whether all the pubs personnel kn ow this rule.
H as the pub met with the students app roval or does the absence of the
pitcher keep the real par tiers away? These questions and more will be
answere d in a follow up report.

Recently, the area between
Chap lin an d Johnson Commons
known as Fra t Row , has been under
an enormous
amoun t of
cons truc tion . The magni tude of t he
incision s in the ear t h led some
students to speculate that the college
was ins talling a subway system.
Unfortunately, according to Alan
Lewis(director of physical plant)
Colby students will have to endure
Maine 's in clemen t wea ther while
traveling from buildin g to building ;
the so-called " subway " is only the
interconnec tion of the thre e boilers
located on that side of the campus.
Colby st uden ts may have to brave
the bitter cold outdoors , but they
certainly will no t have any pro blems
indoors because there will be a
st eady supp ly of st eam flowing
through underground pipes of the
new boiler system.

The

new

by Jen Riley

sys t em , costing

approximately $238,000 to install ,
connec ts trian gul arly the boilers in
Small , Keye s, and Rober t s,
providing a back-up system for the
in dividual buildings to which each
boiler supplies steam. If the boiler ir
Key es broke down , the entire
science complex would not be
withou t heat becau se steam could be
broug ht in fro m either Small or
Rober ts. The new system acts as an
insurance policy for the individual
boilers.
All tha t remains to be done is to
finish the landscaping,(delayed due
to the weather) and to test the new
system in winter. The physical plant
plans to ins t all a similar t ype of
sys tem connec t in g Maryl ow an d
Lovej oy Commons an d t he
buildings in be tween, nex t summ er.

On Monday Sep tember 22 t he
newsstand officially opened in the
Student Center. Located in the
middle of cam pus , it is easily
accessib le to everyone . Besides
selling newspapers , it will also sell a
varie ty of magazines*which shoul d
anive within the week. On Sundays
it will sell both the Boston Globe
an d the New York Times.
Addi tionally, the stand sells can dy
and chips for people who need a
quick snack.
Hours for the newss tand are as
follows:
SMTWTFS 10A.M. to 1P.M.
6A.M. to 8P.M.
I t should be noted tha t these hours
might be chan ged if a need arises ,
for example from 2:00 - 4:00 PM.

by BerRe Breat hed

BLOOM COUNTY

Colbyites help out in soup kitchen
by Camilla Johanss on
Las t year I decided to work in the

Waterville soup-kitchen. -Knowing
nex t t o no thing of wha t t his
commitment entailed , I en tered the
door to the kitchen. Bustling activity
met me; men and women were
running back and for th in order to
serve the continuing flow of
Wfltervitle 's nonr. I was sonn dn.n _

the same thing, encouraged by the
apprecia tion I coul d feel come from
the workers. The appreciation did not
stem from any great admiration of my
working abilities , I am sure. To be
honest, I never pu t in a third of the
time that the rest of the women
around the stove did . Inste ad, they
were simol v gra teful that Colby

studen ts act ually cared enough t o
sacrifice an hour between 11:30 an d
12:30.
The Waterville soup-ki tchen started
five years ago. Each year there is an
increase in the number of meal s
served. The workers feel it is a rcsul.
of the organization becoming more

well-known. Lu ckilv. it is not due. (_

a significant increase in the number of

poor. However , the soup-kitchen

does fill a noticable need since it is
the onl y orgniza tion in the area that

offers a free meal.

The food is dona ted from many
differen t sources. Much consists oi
left-over banquets , weddings or large
dinners. When no food is dona ted ,
money can be taken from a fund

which usually receives generous

donations.
Three to four workers come in ever)
morning to prepare lunch. They look
in the rcfrid gcra tors to see wha t is
available and then star t cooking. The
meal is never planned. Since they rely
on dona tions every day, the end
resul t is often a surprise. This year ar

average of 100 meals will be served

daily.
The food was surprisingly good. A
typical lunch tray consists of a
sandwich , beans , chicken soup ,
bread-pudding, coffee , tea and milk,
No one leaves hungry. The only time

I heard anyone complain was once

when spinach quiche was served. Bu
then again , even I don 't like spinach
quiche.
The people who eat at the
soup-kitchen are thankful. To some it
is the only meal of the day. Others
^
use it to supp lement their tigh t budge t
and only come in at the end of the
month.
For the elderly, lunch in the
soup-kitchen has become a social

They talk , exchange
informa tion , and enjoy a sor t of
comradery. This year , there are more
event.

children than ever. Young mothers
come in and are adamen tly against
any sweet s being served to their
children. A mother in her own home
would d6 the same thing.
The Colby studen ts who work in t h<
soup-kitchen this year are only a
small part of the growing volunteer
organization at Colby. Laurie Brown ,
the director of the orga nization
gradua ted las t year , bu t has remained
at Colby to wor k as a common ' s
coordina tor. She is happy to note an
increasing response from the studenti
this year. Some have come up to hei
with suggestions for new projects ,
initiations which she feels are very
encoura ging.
" There 's so much to do. Once you
star t, you realiz e that there is a
never-ending need for your help ,"
said Brown. Laurie should know . As
she puts i t, "I' ve always been a
clown. " Ever since she was a child
she has visi ted hospit als and
retirement homes dressed as a clown
in order to spread smiles. "Char ity
does not necessari ly mean money or
material donations " she says.
Sometimes a smile or a few nice
words will leave a bigger impact tha i
n ten-dollar bill.
Laurie is not alone in the efforts to
organize volunteer work . Laurie
continued oh page 6
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1986-1987 Gover nor s Elect ed

Chaplin Commons
Averill - Karen linde
Averill - Charlie Lord •
Grossman - John De Rham
Pepper - Jocelyn Dyett "
Perkins - Tom Ferris
Pierce- Leslie Dougherty
Treworgy - John Girard
West Quad - Elaine DeBeradine
West Quad - Christine King

Dana -Tim Burton
Dana - Laurie Kopf
Dana -Tom McClintock
Heights - Rocky Genovese
Heights - Michael Paquin
Leonard - Susan Zimmerman
Marriner - Robin Cresho
Sturtcvant - Roman V. Azanza
Taylor - Roger Holmes
Williams - Christian Ostergaard

Lovejoy Commons
Dana-Cathy Andrew
Dana - Bill Auerswald

Johnson Commons
Drumniond - Kimberly Lynch
East Quad - Gerry Hadden
East Quad - Kristin Sullivan
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Mary Low Commons
Coburn - Bill Ralph
Cobum - Brett Rankin
Foss - Sue Banta
Foss - Matt Frymier
Mary Low - Chip Gavin
Mary Low - Amy Greene
Woodman - Jeff Farley
Woodman - Greg Igo
Woodman - Carol Tegen
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increasing strength," said Naughton.
Several levels of weight* can be
added so the Nautilus can
accomodate different levels of skill.
"The machine can be used by people
who have never lifted weights, or by
people who have been lifting for
years, "said Naughton.

At the first Board of Governors
meeting on September 25, 1986, it
was agreed that the following issues
should be discussed at future
meetings: hosting a big-name band,
room draw, the weekday party
debate , Intramurals , and the
relationship between off-campus
students and the commons system.
The issues listed above are just a
few of the Board of Governors'
preliminary topics. We encourage
students to approach their governors
or the STU-A Council with any
issues they feel are pertinent to our
meetings.
Jean Kroeck
STU-A Secretary

Editors' Note
The editors wish to express
apologies for the poor print quality
of some articles. We are in the
process of changing our computer
systems.
SOUP KITCHEN

Continu ed in i>i
p

$

Zegel is one of the student leaders
who is helping her. By next week
she hopes to have everything
arranged for students to help out in
the soup-kitchen.
Smiles met me last week when I
went down to the soup-kitchen to dc
my interview. One of the women ran
up to me and proudly pointed to five
high-chairs in a corner. They had
been bought this summer with the
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Goddard-Hodgkins - William Deny
Johnson - Roland Cheyney
Johnson - Nancy Spellman
Piper - Holly James

Con t inue d from
Nautilus page
11

COOT:
A Success in '86
by Jodie Caruolo

$700 that Colby donated from ihe
Oxfam fast last spring. It was nice tc
see that Colby's efforts had turned
into something tangible. According tc
Laurie Brown , we can make this
year's effort even bigger.
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The Colby Outdoor Orientation
Trips, more popularly known as
COOT, have been an innovative pari
of the freshman experience at Colby
for about ten years. This year, 238
of the 435 members of the class of
1990 enjoyed participating in
twenty-five various trips. The trips
are geared to introduce .incoming
freshmen to Maine and to other new
Colby students in a relaxed setting.
The COOT program was initiated
around 1973 by Patrick Chasse and
has come a long way since then.
Chasse revised and molded similar
trips offered at Dartmouth into the
extensive, structured program Colby
now offers. John Farkas, Director
of Student Activities, has brought
the notion of COOT to many other
schools throughout the counrty by
way of meetings and seminarcs.
Now other schools (including
Stanford in California) look to Colby
for advice when organizing their
outdoor orientation trips.
COOT trips are offered in the fall
and in January to welcome new
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students to Colby life. Colby's
Maine setting facilitates many
_»C STORE different types of trips to lake place.
Activities range from hiking to
photography , and from sailing to
average
:
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with
a
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____,
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Washington
canoeing- offering something for
in Congress the Executive Branch
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Mitch's Pitch
Off The Cuff
by James D. Sullivan

Mitch Snyder, the hero of the
Washington homeless, spoke at
Colgate - sorry, Colby - because he
made a couple grand at it. He
admitted to his audience that he
loathed speaking in public, but he
made the effort because, 1 - the
money directly benefitted his
organization and 2 - it was an
opportunity to "educate and
"Hollywood
sensitize" people.
well-known
national
Mitch" is a
figure: lots of corporations would be
willing to offer Snyder's
Community for Creative
Non-violence lots of write-off
dollars. But they don't. Snyder's
community is not tax-exempt. For
Mitch Snyder, it's a matter pf
principle , and he won 't
compromise. Sorry Shoeless Joe,
IBM would like to put new shoes on
your feet but Snyder won't let them
- it's"a matter of principle, don't you
know?
Snyder professes that he would do
everything and anything to make life
easier on the poverty-stricken
suffering - except make his
organization tax-exempt. Tax
exemption implies taxes which
implies government. Snyder doesn't
believe in government; "it's never
gonna work," Thus Snyder will
continue to operate on his grass

roots level. Is this a principle worth
admiring? Principles don't matter to
staring, freezing people (perhaps
that's a bold, ignorant statement to
make, but if it came down to losing
a couple of toes, I think I'd keep my
toes, thank-you). There are still
starving and homeless in
Washington, but Snyder won't
compromise his policy for them. If
as Snyder claims, we have
"deadened our sense of urgency and
awareness" then so has he.
Principles aside, a starving man is a
starving man.
Snyder holds that nothing ever gets

f HE FAR SIDE

done until people stop
compromising. Imagine this
situation - I want your ice cream
cone, but you won't give it to me
unless I give you a piece of licorice:
I won't compromise. Will I get youi
ice cream cone? Yeah, but only if I
beat you up. This is a simple
analogy but Snyder's is a simple
philosophy. He advised his Student
Center audience not to compromise.
Where will that attitude get us? I
don't see a hard line getting us
anywhere. Principles are admirable
but there are still times when we've
got to give a little to get a little.
By GARY LARSON

Seconds later, Mrs. Norton was covered with ink.
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Editonal
by John Glass
The issue of students '
consitutional rights often goes
unattended until a specific event
brings it to light. Liberal arts
colleges have always supported
students' rights, but at the same
time, have tried to maintain an
atmosphere free of prejudice and
intolerance. To what degree the
college is willing to support
constitutional rights comes in to
question when a stu dent's right to
free speech interferes with the
school's tolerant atmosphere. Such
was the case recently at Yale, when
sophomore Wayne Dick was put on
two year's probation for publicly
voicing his opinion on
homosexuality.
The ordeal began when Wayne put
up posters satirizing Yale's IGay and
Lesbian Awareness Days' (GLAD).
Wayne's posters read: 'Bestiality
Awareness Days' (BAD) and
alluded to a Yale campus gay
activist His work was by no means
tolerant: in his defense though, he

Moreover, the way in which the case
was handled is becoming more and
more common. A private college or
university such as ours does not
have to assure constitutional rights
or more specifically, First
Amendment rights. Colby's official
statement is:
"The college will not tolerate
racism, harassment, including sexua
harassment, or intimidation of any
kind; any student found guilty of
such actions or interfering with these
goals will be subject to civil
prosecution as well as suspension
from Colby."
To what extent will they not
tolerate these things? It is possible to
express non-intimidating, but
unpopular opinions on issues such
as racism, sexism or other forms ol
intolerance, as Wayne Dick did.
Colby, like Yale, is concerned with
maintaining a tolerant academic
atmosphere, but "tolerance" must
include accepting opinions that are in
themselves intolerant.

"It is possible to express
non-intimidating, but unpopular , opinions
on issues such as racism, sexism or other
forms of intolerance..."
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claims to come fro m a small
southern town where everyone
holds a conservative viewpoint. His
purpose with these posters was to
show that someone on the Yale
campus had a moral objection to
homosexuality. Immediately after
the poster appeared , Wayne was
brought up on charges of
harassment and intimidation. He
went before a student judiciary
board, where his case was heard; he
was found guilty as charged and put
on two years probation. Wayne
appealed, claiming that Yale defends
this type of free speech, but the
administration rebutted that this onl>
applies to "worthwhile" speech. His
appeal, which went through the
Appeals Board (which is composed
of the same people that hold seats on
the judiciary board) was also
rejected. Even his plea to Yale's
president, A. Bartlette Giamatti,
failed. The response Wayne received
was that the opinion of the judiciary
board held; certainly his right to
freedom of speech was guaranteed,
but it did not apply in this case. No
more reasons were supplied to Dick;
Yale's judiciary committee is not
required to issue an opinion and
docs not take notes on its on-goings,
This all sounds like a bad legal
nightmare. Within the Yale
community, there is quite a bit of
dissention , and Wayne will try to
rcappcal his case, the events that
took place at Yale arc not uncommon
though; one could easily envision
them happening at Colby.
John Glass is a senior philosophy
major.

The Yale case was an unfortunate
one, as it brought much bad
publicity to both the individuals
involved, and the entire institution.
What was brought to light though,
was that behind the prestigious
institution, there was a rigid and
incomprehensive internal justice
system. And Colby's disciplinary
procedures are not dissimilar to
those at Yale. No minutes from
hearings are kept, and the Dean's
Office reserves the right to hold
private hearings apart from Stu-J
when it sees fit. If one thing can be
learned from the experience at Yale,
it is that secrecy and inconsistency
within a college's judiciary system
can lead to the confusion and
violation of constitutional rights thai
occurcd in New Haven. The Wayne
Dick case was especially ironic in
light of the Woodward Report on
free speech at Yale, done in 1975.
From this, I quote:
"It may sometimes be necessary in
a university for civilly and mu tual
respect to be superceded by the need
to guarantee free expression."
Above and beyond the college's
duty to create an atmosphere free ol
intolerance, it must be able to
guarantee the free exchange of ideas,
And this freedom must be
universally applicable , not
to
only
discriminate^ applied
"worthwhile" speech. Collegiate
justice systems must be willing to
open their procedures to first allow
consitutional rights to exist on
**"
campuses.

Mule News

by EricZolov
"When leaders act contrary to
conscience, we must act contrary tc
leaders," reads a line from the press
release issued by the four U.S.
citizens fasting for peace. It seems
tragically ironic that international
attention has focused on Nicholas
Daniloff meanwhile two Vietnam
War veterans have entered their
fourth week of fasting (and two
other Vets their second) in protest ol
United States policy in Central
America without little more than a
blurb from the media. Yes, it's a
familiar market strategy when even
The New York Times chooses to
ignore our ongoing proxy war with
Nicaragua in favor pf the
award-winning international
^
dramatization of the Daniloff case.
Last Friday night's editorial meeting
might have gone something like this:

There s a real danger to
society when our media is
able to convince us which
"Mr. Sulzberber, I've got three
articles on Nicaragua including one .
on those fellows fasting for peace. I
think front page middle would be
good. . ."
"Look, you know if we don't run
at least two articles on Daniloff all ol
this week and next, revenues will gc
to the Globe! Now, I want that one
on the conditions in his cell to go
front-right; the one on his wife's
anguish to go front-center; and the
one on his teenage son's trauma to
go front-lower-left!"

"But, Sir. We should leave room
for the article speculating whether or
not Reagan and Gorbachev will meet
for a summit.."
"Yes, I suppose you're right.
O.K., cut from front-lower-left the
article on his son and shift to there
his wife's anguish."
"And our war in CentralAmerica?
"Look, that war's gonna still be
going on next week!No one can
make up their mind on it anyway.
Let's wait until they kick out another
priest, then we'll run a column."
"But those men fasting are willing
to die in an effort to get American
attention to what's happening down
there. Really, maybe just a little..."
"Just remember who's boss here!
Vietnam vets are tough. Besides, if
we wait long enough somebody's
bound to submit an editorial."
Charles Liteky.and George Mizo
have been fasting since September
1. Duncan Murphy (Veteran WWII)
and S. Brian Willsonbegan their fas
on September 15. All have vowed tc
maintain their fast until a "significam
signal of protest" is voiced by U.S.
citizens condemning our
government's policies in Central
America. "In our fast for life we
want it to be known that our
government does not speak for us. .
.We are so convinced of the
immorality and illegality of this new
Viet Nam—this new undeclared
war-that we now offer our lives in a
statement of ultimate protest." (In a
demonstration of solidarity with
these four men, vigils are taking
place around the nation. On Fridays
in front of the "Post Office Mall" on

by Thomas Smedley Kensington

( Editor 's note: This column is an occasional
compendium of reflections by Profe ssor T. S.
Kensington , a composite of anonymous faculty
memberswho wish to avoidbacklashof any.source.)
Fall Semester again! a time of eager anticipation by
all . . . that sweet naive time before the pristine
virginity of new courses is ruthlessly violated by
midterms ... a time to wonder when and where the
umpteenth renovation of the Eustis Building is to start
. . Yes, Faculty and Staff are flocking to Chuck
KittreU's self-defense course... Climbing the ladder
is hazardous and does require a strong body
(especially a strong stomach) . . . By the way, the
Student Handbook is indeed a fine piece of editing...
next in line, the Faculty Handbook, with color
pictures, of course... The nerve of Faculty members
at Fairleigh Dickinson Universityto strike!!...where
did they ever get the idea that Faculty Unions (or
Committees ... or vote...) have any clout? . . . A
puzzle: Why do so many gifted Professors pant to
become administrators?...It is rumored that the next
AAUP Meeting will take place in Given Auidtorium
due to unexpected interest in the profession . . . Did
you know that hiring standards have never been
tougher at C.C.? . . . just ask, to cite only one
Department, the Math Department . . . Speaking of
Chairs, we welcome the new Chairs in Math and
Biology respectively... one wonders if Faculty were
polled at all... Ah! what joy Colby Collegiality ...
The newly created FHAG (Faculty Harassment
Advisory Group) needs support from all
constituencies... call any campus Faculty extension
except the Econ. Department. . . for them, all is well
Mam Street in Watervillewe too can
join in a display of unity.)
There's a real danger to society
when our media is able to convince
us which news is important
Eric Zolow is a senior history
major and editor of the Northeast
Undergraduate Review.

by Helen and Frannie
"So what's the verdict, Fran? Are we Yuppies and just refuse to
admit it? Sure, we have all the trappings, but do we subscribe to
the philosophy?"
"Yeah, right. All I care about is my money, my Saab, and my
future 2.3 children - at least that's what some of my professors those Oh So Righteous Sixties Sell-Outs - accuse me of. I'm glad
they paved our path to consumerism, its always easier when you
have a mentor!"
"Do we have to follow them, though? Are we the mindless,
spineless tubs of unflavored gelatine they suppose us to be? Are
we unable to stand up and fight the stereotypes imposed on us by
benevolent hierarchical authorities?!!"
"Helen! Stop !They're going to kill us!! They hold our futures,

not to mention our recommendations, in their hands!!"
"What, Fran? Are you going to give in too?"
"I guess acquiescence is key here, Helen. We're subject to
societal pressuresjust as much as anyone else."
"Yes, but do we have to be Yuppies?"
Authors Note: This cartoon and column were created in an effort
to stir up conflict within the Colby community. By no means do
we wish to stereotype our elders in the same way we feel
stereotyped by them. We appeal to both professors and students
to comment on our views- either positivelyor negatively. Please
don't just sit back and let it ride.

muqi w \a\
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that sells well... Starting immediately, Parking Pools
(yes, capital Fs) are encouraged in order to minimize
the need for additional stalls . . . Faculty with late
morning classes could walk . . . good exercise for
overweight watchers... Have I got a flash for all you
Golden Year cardholders and Vets of the 60's.: Beau
Brummell and Aunt thelma would vomit and/or faint .
. neither B.O. nor old sweaters are in ... give a moth
a break and take a shower!! . . . Is ROTC really
returning to the Campus ... Students wishing to but
unable to sign-up for required language classes have
fathomed the meaning of Catch-22... Seriously, the
Campus looks great... the Michelin Guide is thinking
of awarding it'three (3) stars in its next issue and three
(3) spoons for Scilcrs... Eat your heart out Harvard .
.. Hey, out there, do you have something to air?...
do be a sweetheart and send it to: MULE NEWS, c/o
the Editor, the ECHO . . . it may be printed, and
again, it may not. .. So, until next time, keep your
ears open, and above all, keep SMILING . . . that's
the SECRET... if not the TICKET... CiaoU
As many of you have noticed Colby has a new
intramural system. Why and how did these changes
come about? How were students involved in the
process? How are students reacting to the new
system? What is being done about the student
reactions? Is it enough?
Yes, it can be agreed that the old I Play system had
its faults (i.e. a poor organizational structure, a
non-equated male/female ratio, and low student
participation). Although the changes have tried to
rectify these problems, have they created new
problems of their own?
,
According to our understanding, these changes were
made following a limited survey of Colby students and
other schools. However, no students were involved in
the planning process. We repeat, no students were
involved in the planning process. As a result, much
discontent and ambiguity has arisen concerning aspects
of the system such as Commons restrictions, the lengtt
of the season, and the lack of provisions for faculty.
In response to this discontent, we have been trying tc
make the concerns of the students known, especially
since there was an initial lack of student involvement
Students, in cooperation with the administration, have
restructured this year's system. A student committee
will be appointed to recomend changes for next year.
Do you think this is enough?
In conclusion, we as student government
representatives have tried to express and address the
concerns of the Colby community. We welcome your
response, knowing that your input detirmincs the
issues that we address.
Sincerely,
Michael Ashley, student body president
Heather Cameron, student body vice president
Jean Kroeck, secretary
John McNinch, Parliamentarian
Philippa Carter, All-campus social chair
Laura Zegel, all-campus cultural life chair
Peter Murphy, treasurer
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Echo at home

The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students
of Colby College. The policy of the Echo is accurate, complete
and objective reporting of issues relevant to the Colby community.
As members of this community , you should be kept informed
of the current issues and events on campus and in the surrounding
area. The Echo can do this for you. Our Colby and area coverage
includes news, sports, arts, features and commentaries. The "Opi! nion" section gives students and faculty an opportuni ty to express
__
| their ideas. The Colby Echo can bring this to you all year. \ We appreciate and need your support. The Echo is not publish! ed during vacations or January.
-

yes, I would like to subscribe to the Colby Echo.

j

Please retu r n to:
The Colby Ech o
Ci rculat ion Manage r Colby Co llege

\ The Echo would like to thank the Parents Association
i for makin g delivery of this issue to all paren ts possible.
!
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That's because there are better than 25O0 software packages
available
for them—more than for any other calculator.
__9h_U__3_ 1I_mB____H______ i
Burning
the
2:00or
3:00
There's even a special plug-in software package (we call it the
HImNMmIII ¦
Uffln&DB9999!l
W-^-.a-a-!or 4:00 AM oil is absurd . Advantage Module) that's designed to handle the specific problems
Especially when an HP calculator can get the
an engineering student has to solve in his, or her, course work,
answers you want -in time to get a good night's
No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences
¦
sleeP'
widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.
For insta nce, our HP-15C Professional Scienti fic Calculator
So check one out. Then , when your mother calls to ask if you're
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any
getting enough sleep, you won't have to lie.
other calculator, Our HP-41 Advanced Scientific Calculators have
By the way, if you want more information ,ju st give us a call
even more potential.
at 800-FOR-HPPC. Ask for Dept.658C, mj rm HE W LET T

ia£l PACKARD
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Bike Club
by Lan e Wilkinson

What is the Commons Cup?
by Chris Watt

The implemen t a t ion of the
Comm ons Cup Com p e tit ion a t
Colby repres ents yet ano ther phase
in the transi tion of the Common s
Re sident ial Life Syst em. In an

attempt to promote "Commons
Uni ty" the old intramur al system has
been scra pped. Although i-Play
often provided-a great competitive
at mosphere , d isorganiz at ion and
uninformed p ar t icipan t s led t o
fre quen t forf ei t s and referee
no-shows , thus bringing abou t the
curren t changes.
Instead of the former six week fal!
and spring seasons, the various
commons cup even ts will be focused
around seven differen t weekends
throughout the academic year

(September 26-28-Parents Weekend,
October 23-Homecomin g, Decembei
6, January 18, February 13-15 ,
April 11 and May 9. Event s that
require an elimination process will tx
scheduled so tha t the finals of these
events will occur on these dat es. In
addi tion to the sport s formerly
offered , now even ts such as Tra ck
an d Field, Weightlifting and skiing

will be added.
The ra t ionale for t his chan ge

revolves around the fact that there is
a smaller time committ men t . Many
of the activities will take only one
day and all others will involve shor t
term round robin or single
elimination tournamen ts. As a result
studen ts will be trea ted to a more
"Dynamic " intramural system, while

New
Women's
Nautilus Tennis
by Paul McDonough

While the word hasn 't hit everyone
yet , new state-of-the-art machinery

has hit the campus. No, it is not the
lates t version of the Macin tosh , but
the new Nautilus exercise
equipment , located on the pool
balcony. According to Coach
McGee , these machines are the best
equipment you can gct,"the Cadillac
of weight machines " .
The equipment , trainer Kevin
Naughton says , is worth about
$60,000. A gift from an alumnus
enabled the purchase.
The machines- actually, sixteen of
them , show great advantages over
tlie old universal machine and free
weights. According to Naughton ,
the Nautilus provides for a "t otal
body workout in limited time " . The
various machines allow for work on
just about every body part and
muscles , This feature , Naughton
claims , allows work on different
muscles to be isolated , and the
machines give limited stress on
joints. "It increases flexibility while
continued on page 6

By Debbie Parsons

The Colby Women 's Tennis team

went up against the Dartmouth
J.V. 's this past Saturday . The
match consisted of six singles and
three doubles. Unfortunately, the
sunny, beau tiful weather was not a
foreshadowing of a good day for the
Colby Women. However , the match
versus Dartmouth was certainly
excellent practice for Colby. All ol
the women played hard and gave it
their all. Because it was Parent 's
Weekend the team had many
appreciated spectators.
Singles player Heid i Orcenman
came out the only victor for Colby.
Other singles players included
Temperance Evan s, Nina Hcllman ,
Eileen Kinney, and co-captains
Lauren Haughs and Kate Walker.
Doubles Matchc s wcrc played by
Tcmpc Evans and Erin Borgson ,
Nina Hcllman and Eileen Kinney ,
and Lauren Haughs and Kate
Walker. This year will be Paula
Abend 's second year as the Colby
Women 's Tennis coach.

at the same time saving wear and tea)
on those runnin g the progr am.
Another major change involves the
organization of teams. Residents of
Ch aplin , Johnson , Lovejoy and
Marylow Commons are eligible to
compe te only for their respe ct ive
teams. If you cann ot mus ter enough
people wi thin your commons to
form a team , then you will no t be
able to par t icipa te. If you dar e to
play on a team repres en t ing a
"foreign " commons , your commons
cup eligibili ty for all spor ts will be
revoked for the remainder of the
year (NCAA officials take note) .
Also, a $1 fee will be collected frorr
each par ticipant for each event
entered. Registration will be
conducted through sign-up sheets

Sports Editorial
by Steve H ewi tt
Nearly every house hold in

America has seen it The image is the
same every time. It 's late in the
fourth quarter and father 's favori te
team is traili ng by six poin ts.
Suddenly " the bellow shudders
through the house. As it turns ou t,
Dad 's team loses, but as usual , this
is no ordinar y loss. Yes, the instant
reply shows the winnin g touchdown
as good - contrary to the previous
decision by the field referee . I t 's a
repea ted scene , not unfamiliar to any
normal Americ an household.
The ques tion that arises is
obvious: should the instant replay

rule be incorporated into the

rulcbook of tho Nationa l Football
I.caugc . In the first four weeks in
which the rule has been used a
number of plays have been affecte d
by it. There arc both positive and
negative aspects of the rule , which
makes things increasin gly difficult
for the NFL officials. Some argue
that the tradition of the game is
violated by the Instant replay rule ,

posted in each dorm.
Ano t her new facet of in tramur als
tha t this new format brings is the
ye ar lon g compet it ion for t he
"Commons Cup" , with points being
accumula ted for both event victories
and participation . The Commons
with the most points at the end of the
year will be awarded $750. T-Shirts
will also continue to be awarded to
the winners of individual and team
even ts.
This overhaul of t he Colby
intramural program is an attempt by
the administration to instill a strongei
sense of belonging to one commons. The organizers of this
system will hopefully be flexible sc
that students will enjoy an.effective
and enjoyable intramural system.

It was a bright sunny day as the
Colby cycling team pulled up to the
town pier at Bar H arbor. The r ace
was the ninth annual Tour d'Acadia ,
a challenging twenty-five mile race
through the hills around Acadia
National Park. At ten o'clock the
fi eld num b erin g well over
three-hundred made its way through
the streets of downtown Bar Harbor
However , tragedy struck the team
moments af ter the sta rt when r ace
hopeful Mike Salvad or wen t down
in a bone ja rring cr ash. Al though
Mike did finish the race , he lost
precious minutes while staightening
his ben t wheels. Four miles into the
race the team suffered another loss.
Colby racer Eric Hanson went down
in a no ther crash . When the dus t
cleared , Eric emerged with many
scra pes a nd a badly dama g ed
bicycle.
Fur ther up on the course the res)
of the team was holding on stron g.
Sophomores Lawerence Mcgra th
and Lane Wilkinson were in front fo:
Colby. Both finished in front of the
second pack of ri ders and finishing
in the top third of the very
competitive field. Moments later
John Semple crossed the finish line
showin g fine form for a firs t time
racer.
The dueling room-mates Pete

Mckinley and Rich Bauchus
continued their ba tt le. In the end
however , it was Pete who edged

Rich out at the line. And Sonya Hall
made a strong showing for her firs t
ra ce by placing in the top two thirds
of the field.
The team is composed of mostly
novice racers and over all we did
very well. Anyone interested in the
team should contact Lane Wilkinson
X3027.

Instant Replay
tha t the referee should be the law ol
the field. One could argue that the
time taken out by scanning for
instant replay nine or ten times is
giving extra time to coaches to speak
with their players. On the other
hand , some feel the instant replay
aids the officials on the field to the
extent that a camera can actually
show a play over , perhaps revealing
something the officals missed.
Ano ther example of the problems
the new rule has caused is in its
enforcement. Already in the firs t
four weeks of its existence , calls
have incorrectly been altered to the
opposite of what they should have
been. Officials hav e reversed
judgements when in fact they should
have rested as initially called.
So tlie heart of the prob lem is truly
in the enforcement of the rule itself.
For example , lh the third week of the
season , the Los Angeles Rams were
playing the Snn Fa nsisco 49ers
when the officials ruled on u play
and then called to the instant replay
booth. The question was whe ther or

not a '49ers defensive back had
caused a Ram receiver to fall down
before entering the end zone. The
problem was tha t the momentum
behind the receiver 's diving for the
ball caused him to fall, and the
defender merely touched him on the
way down. Theore tically, the
receiver , once on the ground and
still untouched there , should be able
to get up and run into the end zone.
The instant replay official, however ,
ruled tha t the defender 's touching the
receiver was a tackle of sor ts and
caused the receiver to fall. The call
stood as that and the Rams had to
settle for a field goal. Had the Rams
lost the game the officials would
most certainly have been blamed.
Luckily for them , however , the
Rams prevailed , by tha t very field
goal.
Perhaps the easiest way to solve
thc'problcn ), while keeping the rule ,
is simple. After all, the rule is one
that aids in the accuracy of the
off icials ' calls and at the same time
provides for a smaller amount of
continued on _n__ 13
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I tri _ lt. STGEORGE 'SUNIVERSITY )
WSoM SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
GRENADA. WEST INDIES
X|g |gp/
St. Georges University School of Medicine,with more than 1050 graduates licensed
in 33 states, offers a rigorous, nine-semester program leading to the degree of
• Doctor of Medicine.
In January 1985, The Journal of the American Medical Asso ciation published a report which ranked St George's number one of all major foreign medical
schools in the initial pass rate on the ECFMG Exam.
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 St. George's '
students with advanced standing.
St. George's has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in
New Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners.
A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number
of qualified applicants.
For information , please contact the Office of Admissions:
St. George's University School of Medicine
% The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street , Bay Shore , N.Y. 11706, Oept. C-2
(516) 665-8500
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New snowmaki ng, 9 tons of snow per minute

Ski A Big Mountain with your College Student Season Pass:
$199 with purchase before 9/30/86
$225 with purchase before 10/31/86
Contact your on-campus
representative :
?
George Padula
SUgaHoaf /USd
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you've never tried rowing. Here's the ideal aerobic workout for
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relaysthat message in moving ways ...
At another level, the book speaks to an
awakening of our intuitive selves a nd o.ur
own endless search."
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— Spouts Scoreboard "
Next Game:Oct 4 Home vs. U. Lowell

Men's Soccer
Record: 2-4
Last Game: Colby 0 Tufts 1
Next Game: Oct 4 at Clark .

CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS

|

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

|

167 MAIN ST. FAIRFIELD
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Record: 2-1
Last Game: Colby 0 Tufts 2
Next Game: Oct. 4 Home vs. Amherst

fiekihofsc.
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Women's Cross Country
Record: 2nd of 4 at Bowdoin and
1st of 14 at SMU Invitational
LastMeeU 2nd at CBB
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• Women 's Spccer

Men's Cross Country
Record: 9th of 20at Tufts
Last Meet: 3rd of 6 at Gorham
Next Meet Oct 4 at UMA with UMO
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Next Meet: Oct 4 at Wesleyan

I

TEAM OUTFITTERS

j

Women's Field Hockey
Record:2-1-1
Last Game: Colby 1 Tufts 3
Next Game: Oct 4 at New England College

Football
Record: 0-2
Last Game: Colby 6 Union 44

JcLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
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MUOCMEBACK!

10 % CEF

mTH OOLBYI ' D -

Women 's Tennis

Record: 2-3
Last Match: Colby 1Dartmouth 8
Next Match: Oct 4 at Bowdoin
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incorrect calls. So the rule itself
should be incorporated, the only
remaining question is how strongly?
To answer this, one must consider
just one man, and that is the head
field official. Only when he is
unsure of the call should the instant
replay booth be consulted. What if
the official is wrong? Then that is
part of the game. The rule should be
implemented to aid the NFL,
however, not to be used as a Bible
of sorts by the NFL. When the
booth is consulted, the play should
then be examined with the utmost ol
care. Then and only then should the
ruling be handed down by the booth
That call should be final, and
accuracy will be assured 99 percent
of the time.
Alter all, in the age of reverse
angle replays in addition to
multi-million dollar audio-visual
facilities available to television, it is
about time the t,v. was used lo aid,
rather than merely transmit football
events. The instant replay rule can b«
a great improvement in the mlcbook
of the NFL, as calls should be as
accurate as men arc able to make
them. However , this holds true only
as long as the rule is used properly,
This will take time, as docs any
new part of a game. Once the rule is
ironed out, with all problelms aside,
football will be a more polished
game and no Jongcr will father be
weeping over "that one call".
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1 Locomotion
off its
' Tracks

"Time for What 's Gain '
On In Maine , Ayah .. . "
I

At Colby-

!
I
|

Exhibition
Selectionsf r om the Permanent Collection, including works of John Marin. Jette
Museum.

|
j
|

I
*
'
|

Performing Arts/Music Events
Contact Improvisational , Simone Forti and Troupe, Oct. 3 (Fri.), 8pm, Strider
.
Theater.
-•

j
j
I

!

Vocal ChamberEnsemble, Oct. 4, 8pm, Given Auditorium.

j

!
!
J
J
J
I

Special Events
3-mile Rozdrace , Oct. 4 (Sat.) 1lam, registration at Field House, 10am. There is a
$1 participation fee.
Nautilus Training, Oct 3 (Fri.) new Nautilus room, pool balcony. 3-5pm
Mt. Katahdin Climb, Oct. 3,4,5 or Oct 10,11,12. Sign up at Roberts Union-top of
stairs in glass case by Weds. Contact the Colby Gating Club for details.

j

At Portland-

|
j
I
I

|
!
!
!

j
I
i
I

Exhibition
The Vinalhaven Press: 1984-86
America observed: Wood Engravings by Winslow Homer.
Colonial Silver and Portraits
Mildred Burrage, 1890-1983: The Early Years.
The Beginnings of Modernism: Selections of Early 20th Century European Work.
Portland Museum of Art; hours: Tuesday thru Saturday, 10am to 5pm. Thursday until
5pm; Sunday, 10 to 5 pm. 7 Congress Square.

a
j
j

Performing Arts
Portland Players, 420 Cottage Road, South Portland:
"The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas," thru Oct 11.799-7337.

i
j
j

j
j
|
j

Special Events
Evening of Solidarity: with South African and native American political prisoners,
wi th speakers and entertainment, 6:30pm Friday, Oct. 3, USM Portland Campus
Center, Bedford Si, $4 and $2. 324-6292.

[

Elsewhere-

|

Exhibitions

j
j

O'Farrell Gallery, Brunswick, women in the arts, opening reception 5 to 7:30pm,
Friday, through Oct. 31.

I

|

_ arnsworlh Art Museum, Rockland, Winslow Homer exhibit, thorugh Dec. 31.

j

I

Special Events

j

j
j

"Welcome Home to Gardiner," entertainment, hay rides, baked bean supper, Sat,
Oct. 4, Gardiner. 582-6575.

j
j

J

.

)_.tobcrfcst, Sugarloaf USA, Oct. 4-5.

by EricZolov

|
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J

j
J
I
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A spectacular sunny Sunday
provided the ambiance for the Colby
jazz band's, Locomotion, second
annuaTFreedom Music Festival."
As recent tradition has established,
the concert was held down at the
Gould shell and with the purpose of
demonstrating to the Colby
community our musicians' solidarity
with the oppressed, particularly with
those fighting the system of
apartheid in South Africa. As
Locomotion president ,Gregg
Ciottone, put it, "the festival is to
show that we're more morally
conscious " and there fore
performing, as it were, in good
. faith.
The Big Band style sounds of
Locomotion put out such favorites
as "In the Mood"- to which the '
saxophones entertainingly"swung in
the mood"-- and a swingtime
version of "Rock Around the
Clock." No program was available
to the curious sun . basking
participant, but one tune which
tickled our long-term memory rccalland which surely soured the band's
reputation in my eyes!-was a juiced
up jazz version of the theme from thf
pop film Flashdance, "What A
Feeling."
Although all due credit must be
given to Colby's jazz musicians for
putting in the time and energy to pull
off these concert treats , the
instruments did not always resound
with that full musical clarity or
confidence so demanded of the jazz
player. Many of the soloistpreferred to take the cautious route tc
a more experimental flailing of
discordant possibilities. And several

Railroad Review

Md Annual Fall Festival, Camden, Oct 4-5.

Sylvia

Profs to give Concert
On Saturday October 4 at 8:00 pm,
the Vocal Chamber Ensemble will
perform in Given Auditorium. The
concert is open to everyone and
there is no charge.
The Vocal Chamber Ensemble is a
group of five singers who perform
music for different combinations of
voice and piano. The group was
founded by Judith Cornell, an
Applied Music Associate in voice al
Colby, and the is joine d by four
other accomplishedpcrfcm_pni.The

pianists for the ensemble are Paul
Machlin , Associate Professor of
Music and Chair of the Music
Department at Colby, and James
Parakilas, Associate Professor of
Music at Bates College.
The concert will include songs by
Brahms and Mozart, parlor songs by
Amer
ican composer Stephen Foster,
and a selection from Stephen
Sondhcim's Broadway musical, "A
LitUe Night Music".

of the key mounting leads, such as
those in "In the Mood," crumbled ir
a rubble of polyrythmic riffs under
the weight of four trumpets blowing
simultaneously, leaving the audience
with minor doses of that
uncomfortablechemical produced ir
embarrassing situations.
Yet, with what right does a mere
audience member attack a group of
dedicated and music-luvin '
musicians? To bring those of us
who attended out into the sunshine
for a few hours of good tunes is a
fine deed indeed. And if there's one
group on campus with a feel for
groove and good times, and with the
motivation to entertain us
all—overcoming those infamous
lackluster attendances—it 's
Locomotion. Bravo!

Directed by Michael Firth
A remarkable woman, Sylvia
Ashton-Warner arrives in the
breathtaking but undeveloped
backwaters of New Zealand ,
dedicated to improving the lives of
the Maori abrigincs she is hired to
teach. To do that, she finds, she
must teach them in terms of their
own culture rather than those of the
white "civilazation." The very idea .
emb roil s h er in a controversy from
which she refuses to back down.
Ac courageous in her private life as
in her public one, Sylvia tries to
balance Jhc demands of career,
family and her attraction for another
woman. Based on Ashton-Warncr's
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This layout par request of Joseph' s

own writing, Sylvia is "an
enchanting and engrossing view of
the vulnerability and tenacity of a
remarkably talented woman "Villagc Voice. Originally scheduled
for Railroad Square showing last
December but pulled from release by
its distributor, SYLVIA can at last b<
seen. Area Premiere. PG. 1985.
Courtesy of Railroad Square
Cinema
Friday, October 3 through
Monday October 6
Evenings at 7:00 Only! Also Sat.
and Sun. nt 1:00p.m.

Improv.
Group to
Perform
WATERVILLE, Maine - The
contact improvisational group of
Simone Forti and Troupe will be
guests-in-residence at Colby College
Sept. 29-Oct. 4, conducting
workshops, lectures, and giving a
performance.
Presented by Performing Arts at
Colby, the program begins with a
lecture demonstration on Monday,
Sept. 29, at 7:30 p.m. in the Strider
Theater.
Simone Forti will give a slide
lecture on Wednesday, Oct. 1, at
7:30 p.m.
She will focus on her own work in
context with the work of her
contemporaries as well as the
historical and social context of her
work. The influence of surrealist
theater and the development of
visionary art also will be discussed.
A free performance will be given
by Simone Forti and Troupe Friday,
Oct 3, at 8 p.m. in Strider Theater.
Workshops with the group will
be held Sept. 29-Oct 2 from 3 to }'
p.m. and Oct. 4 at 10 a.m. in the
Dunn Studio in Runnals Union. The
public is welcome to participate in oi
observe the workshops. Those
interested in participating should
contact Jane Horton at 872-3388.

About
Continuum

WATERVILLE , Maine Continuum, the nationally acclaimed
20th-century music ensemble,
performed in Maine for the first time
ever on Saturday, Sept. 27, at
Colby.
The New York-based ensemble lee
a workshop at 1 p.m. and performed
in concert,"Rags and Riffs Reborn!"
at 8 p.m. in Given Auditorium. It
was sponsored by the music
department, and the event was made
possible in part by a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts. The groups' Maine debut at Colby
included works by Scott Joplin,
Bella Bartok, Igor Stravinsky,
George Gershwin, and other
classical and contemporary music.
Founded in 1967, Continuum
performs throughout the United
States and in Europe with the aim of
expanding the audience for this
century's music.
Under the philosophy that new anc
old music form an unbroken
tradition, the group has appeared at
Kennedy Center and the Library of
Congress, as well as on national and
international radio and television.
Continuum is well known for its
annual series of retrospective
concerts at New York's Lincoln

Center, and has been hailed by The
New York Times as "consistently
offering some of the most intriguing
concerts in New York."
The ensemble is directed by
pianists Joel Sachs and Cheryl
Seltzer. Sachs, a graduate of
Harvard College and Columbia
University, was a Guggenheim
Fellow and is currently the
coordinator of contemporary music
and chairman of music history at the
Juilliard School; H4 performs
regularly as a soloist, conductor,
chamber-music player and Liedcr
pianist, has participated at the
Marlboro and Aspen Festivals, and
has recorded for such well-known
labels as Nonesuch and Music
Heritage Society.
Seltzer, who studied at Mills
College with composers Darius
Millhaud, Leon Kirchner, and
Lawrence Moss, made her
professional debut with the San
Fransice Symphony, and appears
regularly as a soloist and ensemble
performer. She has participated in
the Marlboro and Tanglewood
festivals, and has recorded
contemporary works for Vox and
Nonesuch, among others.
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ironic, tragic and funny. Johnson s
work has been widely published and
anthologized in The O.HenryPrize
story collections. He's currently
working on a novel to be set in
Hungary.
This is the ninth year of the Colby
Visiting Writer Series, a series that
has brought to- Colby such
distinguished American writers as
John Irving, John Gardner ,
Raymond Carver, Allison Lurie,
Mark Strand, Charles Simic,
Richard Howard, Lucille Clifton and
Gwendolyn Brooks. This year's
series features a number of
impressive 'mid-career' poets and
fiction writers: Gregory Orr, Heathei
McHugh, Thomas Lux, and Jorie
Graham.
All readings will take place in the
Robinson Room of the library ;
receptions where students can meet
and talk with the visiting writers will
follow all the readings. Admission
is free to all events.

Movie Scoops
Wat erville

Railroad Square Cinema
Kaos- Thurs. (tonight), 7:15
Stop Making Sense - Fri. thru Thurs. 10/9, 9:15
Sylvia - Fri. thru Mon. (10/6), 7:00 Sat. & Sun., 1:00
Cinema Center
The Boy Who Could Fly (PG), 2:10, 4:25, 7:15, 9:30
Top Gun\PG), 2:00, 4:20, 7:00, 9:15
Reform School Girls (R), 2:40, 4:40, 7:30, 9:35
Legal Eagles(PG), 2:15,4:30, 7:20, 9:40
AboutLast Night (R), 2:30, 4:45, 7:10, 9:45 Back to School (PG 13), 2:20, 4:25, 7:10, 9:10

Skowhegan

Skowhegan Cinema
One Crazy Summer (PG), 7:30

Augus t a

.State Street Cinema
Nothing in Common (PG), 1:05, 3:35, 6:35, 9:00
The Fly (R), 1:00, 3:30, 6:45, 9:05
Ferris Dueller's Day OJf(PG 13) 1:05, 3:35, 6:40, 9:00
ReformSchool Girls (R), 1:05, 3:35, 6:40, 9:05
Karate ATM// (PG), 1:00, 3:30 6:30, 9:00

Concert Report

¦> - •'

Augusta Civic Center
Slater Brothers with Sylvia - October 17
call 626-2400 for ticket information

w Odo© <c(D<i>D®ra

cpen 7 d a y s a week

Willis Johnson, whose collection
of short stories, "The Girl Who
Would Be Russian", and was
nominated for the Pulitzer Prize, will
be the first reader in the Colby
Visiting Writers Series; he will read
from his fiction on Monday,
October 6th at 8 P.M. in the
Robinson Room of the library.
Johnson began his writing career
as a journalist: he's written news
stories in Vietnam, Korea, Australia,
the United States ,and Kuala
Lumpur. His first book, The Year
of the Longley, was a non-fiction
book about former Maine Governor
James Longley. His collection of
stories, a series of stories with
continuing characters, fictionalizes
the Russian community in
Richmond, Maine. His characters
are at once eccentric, cranky, fearful
of the world, brave, out of the realm
of history, while being a part of it.
The storied manage to be
simultaneously compassionate.

Cumberland County Civic Center
The Monkccs - postponed, new date TB A
Bob Scger - cancelled
Billy Joel - postponed
Harry Bclafonte - October 27
Chicago - October 29 •
R.E.M. - November 4
call 775-3458 for ticket information

Mac Andre ws Sec tch Ale , Des Equls 9
A tla s , Amstel , l illlan 's Irish Red 9

1-

Pulitzer nominee to
speak at Colby

\

Porltnnd City Hall
GcorgcJVinston- October 16
Wynton Marsallis - November 7
Clnncy Brothers with Robbie O'Conncl and Northeast
Winds - November 8
Gury Burton Quintet - November 22
Marcel Marccau - March 3
Peking Acrobats - April 10
call tho Portland Concert Assoc. at 772-8630
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The race is on ! if we can't
deliver your pizza within ,
30 minutes of the time the
' order is placed, you get
it free. But only if we can't
keep our promise.
ln 30 minutes or less, you
can enjoy a hot delicious
pizza delivered free from
Domino's Pizza If we're
late, your pizza is free,
Either way you can't lose.
H
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And when we promise:

DOmlnO'S WXM Delivers ?

<

Wo use only 100% real
dairy cheese.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
Fast , Free Delivery "'
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873-0100
Open Sun -Thurs I!-Icon
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Good at participating stores only
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Footb all Coach
Turns in
Medal of Valor

John McNinch (85), Tom Griffi n (SO), Danny Sullivan (86) and Joe Vecchi (2) clear
the way for Brian Cooley as he returns a ktckoff to set up a key second half drive
which played a big role in the Mule 's success this Saturday.

Grants Increase in '87 Freshman Seminars :

An Innovative Approach

by Wendy Dauphinals
College students enrolled in one of Maine's twelve private
colleges should see an increase in both the number and size of
Maine state scholarship grants in 1987, said President Cotter.
Governor Joseph Brennan met on September 9th with Cotter
I and other presidents and representatives of Maine's Twelve
I independent Colleges, to discuss an increase of one million
I dollars in the state fund for independent Maine colleges, in ordei
\ to reach a two million dollar total fund.
President Cotter said he will meet with the new governor aftei
the elections to follow up on Governor Brennan 's.
.recommendations.

"Our long term goal is to obta in $2000 a grant ,
and to reac h all 10,000 students that are eligible."
Through joint efforts of the twelve independent Maine
Colleges, over the last four years, the state of Maine fund has
increased approximately $750,000, reaching a total of $1
million.
Currently the state of Maine grants 3,500 need based
scholarships of $200 per year, for students in public
continued on page 17
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by Christine Michaud
The 1986-87 academic year is
one of major innovation in the Colby
curriculum. It is the first year of the
Freshman seminar program, a
program designed to stimulate
student interest in the huraanitcs and
to encourage creative, independent
thought.
The program was first proposed
two years ago and the first
applications for grants were filed in
the spring of 1985. The seminars are
being funded in part by grants from
National Endowment for the
Humanities, the Andrew Mellon
Foundation and the Pew Memorial
Grant. Colby is covering tlie rest of
the costs.
This year, four freshman seminars
arc offered, one this fall, and three
in the spring. This year's pr og ram

OPIN ION p. 7

will involve fifteen faculty members
and approximately half of the
freshman class. By next fall, the
seminar program will be in full
swing, involving thirty faculty
members and the entire freshman
class. The seminars arc designed to
ask fundamental moral and ethical
questions, and to force students to
examine these questions from a new
perspective.
With topics such as, "Paradigms,
Assumptions, and the Roots of
Human Nature", "Response and
Countcrrcsponse in the Western
Tradition," and "In Search of a
Soul", students are encouraged to
look at the basic concepts from a
broad range of historical and
philosophical viewpoints,
The seminal* will be taught in
continued on page 17
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by Mike Diamond
Coach Robert Pfeiffer proved thai
honor cannot be determined by a
government. On Friday, in a move
to protest United States actions in
Central America, he returned the
Navy Commendation medal for
valor he received for service in the
Vietnam War to the federal
government
Pfeiffer was also one of
approximately twenty Vietnam
veterans who participated in a
ceremony and fast at the Vietnam
War Memorial in Augusta. They
hoped to draw attention to the
current American involvement in
countries such as Nicaragua.
Personally, football coach Pfeiffei
would like to alter the mindset of the
Regan administration and Congress
in their stand on foreign affairs and
reverse the $100 million aid package
to the Contras. He fears that the
United States is making the same
mistakes there as it did in Vietnam
when the government tried to impose
western ideals on the Vietnamese.
Additionally, he worries that many
Colby age students may not give
serious thoughts to the implications
of such involvement and
consequently remain naively
patriotic.
He told Bob Keyes of the Morning
Sentinal, "You wear a uniform and
you play shoot-em in the woods.
And you don't die, because you're
nineteen years old and you're
indestructable. Nobody who's been
in a war could be pro-war. It would
be incomprehensible to me. When
you see people maimed or when you
walk through the hospitals and see
the kids with one leg."
Pfeiffer received his commendations as a result of an incident in the
Khe Sanh in the Vietnamese
mountains. He successfully led his
twelve-man patrol through a North
Vietnamese ambush without a
casualty. In no way does he have
fond memories of this experience.
Pfeiffer reported to the Sentinal,
There are some of us who went to
war and see it as. a failure . It's not
glorious. It's a disaster."
In a letter mailed to President
Regan on the same day he returned
his medal for valor, he presented
these views. As related through Mr
Keyes, Pfeiffer wrote, "I implore
you to recognize that only a fool
*
ignores history."
Printed with permission of the
WatervilleMorningSentinel
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The Truth about Frank

by William Satire
Then you realize that you are
absolutely powerless to stop it. The
N.Y. Times News Service
situation is hopeless. The earth is
being used up because massive,
NEW YORK- The second most
WASHINGTON- Transcripts of
inexorable market forces, which you
depressing Monday morning news
wiretaps ordered by courts and
cannot even understand, much less
story was The Washington Post's
directed at suspected leaders of
influence, require that it be
"Scientists See Signs of Mass
organized crime help us cross the
consumed.
Extinction," subtitled "Species
bridge from fiction to fact.
You'd love to save the forests,
Vanishing as Forests Are Cleared,"
A conversation between Anthony
save doomed species, save the
and beginning, "Life on Earth is
(Fat Tony) Salerno, of the Genovese
whole earth, even though friends
being ravaged by a mass extinction
Mafia family, and Anthony (Tony
would sneer at you as an
that is killing off 17,500 species..,
Ducks) Carallo of the Lucchese
M
"environmental extremist," but you
family, was played in court the other
are
utterly
powerless
to
save
one
rare
all
I
read
while
walking
oul
That's
day by a federal prosecuter seeking
beetle, much less a whole forest
of the store with the cashier's "Have
to break the back of the syndicate.
From
this
sense
of
powerlessness
a nice day, honey" cuddled in my
The aging dons of the underworld
flows the beginning of suicidal
good ear. I switched to The New
were complaining about the lack of
depression unless you act forcefuly.
YorkTimes. It had three crushers on
respect from the younger hoodlums.
I
recommend
setting
up
a
mental
file
PageOne:
"If it wasn't for me," said Fat Tony
labeled" Hopeless." This may help
1. Fighting in Beirut kills 52,
to Tony Ducks, "there wouldnn't be
you avoid useless and possibly
wounds 200.
no mob left. I made all the guys." Ir
situation}
destructive
worrying
about
2. Drug hysteria continues to
Mafia lingo, "to make" someone is
that are hopeless.
ravage Washington.
to bring them into the brotherhood ol
Thus,
Tuesday
morning
when
I
3. The United States is
blood, often after the candidate has
read
"Scientists
See
Signs
of
Mass
experiencing "a surge of interest in
carried out a murder.
Extinction," I read the opening lines,
new metaphysical religions,
"Shoot him," sympathized Tony
said
to
myself,
"Here's
a
hopeless
mediums, the occult, reincarnation,
Ducks, adding with a heavy heart
situation
if
I
ever
read
of
one,"
and
psychic healing, Satanism, 'spirit
that you could "get rid of them,
flipped the story into the "hopeless"
guides' and other aspects of
shoot them, kill them," but then
file
with
instructions
to
forget
about
supernaturalbelief."
"you can't go on- it's disgusting."
it if possible.
The Baltimore Sun's winning
And so it is. I read this in the light
The same for the Beirut fighting
front-page entry in the doom
of other FBI transcripts of murdered
that killed 52 and wounded 200.
promotion stakes was a one-line
mob leader Salvatore (Momo)
Beirut and Lebanon, along with
announcement:"Orioles Lose Again.
Giancana published in "My Way:
Northern Ireland, have become
10-2."
The Unauthorized Biography of
"hopeless,"
synonyms
for
Their
Many persons scanning these front
Frank Sinatra," by Kitty Kelley.
people appear determined to kill each
pages would have cried,"Ah, the
"Let's hit Sinatra" and the Rat
other for generations to come.
cruel irony of being exhorted to have
Pack, said an angry gangster in the
Being daily reminded that
a nice day in a world rife with mass
early 60s to Giacana, apparently
humanity is capable of such irrationa
extinction, Beirut, congresssional
because the singer had not been able
conduct is depressing. Skimming
hysterias, quackery and defeated
to get his friend , newly appointed
the
usual
headline,
I
may
say
to
Birds.'"
myself, " They're still at it in the
When I was young and wore my
Middle
East,' but an instant later the
heart on my sleeve I used to utter
story is filed safely in the
such cries myself. Now I collect my
"Hopeless " f older.
morning papers and, despite
The same filing system disposed
scanning their front pages, walk
by James Reston
of
Monday's
stories
about
the
home without so much as a sigh of
c. 1986 N.Y. Times News Service
government's drug hysteria and the
despair. The trick is to use the
boom in supernatural enterprises.
"Hopeless" file.
WASHINGTON - There have
embarrassing
to
have
Sure
it's
The story of mass extinction and
been two comments in recent days
Congress and the president and the on the level of American education,
forest destruction, for example, is a
Constitution being soft on drug the first by Prime Minister Yasuhirc
story with the power to make you
you
it,
feel miserable. Reading
peddlers, but U would be hopeless Nakasone of Japan, for which he
terrible
to
destroy
all
think, "It's
trying to restore them to common has apologized; and the scone a
these great forests and all those
sense while they are in political heat, report on literacy by the National
thousands of fascinating plants and
Like Beirut , Lebanon and Assessment of Educational Progress
and
somebody
ought
to
creatures,
Northern Ireland , the U.S. that was commissioned by the U.S>
Department of Education.
stop it."
continued on page 17
Nakasone had told the members ol
his ruling Liberal Democratic Party
that Japan had become "a highly
intelligent and highly educated
society," adding that it was "much
editors-in-chief
more so than America on the
news editors
^f£P/S_2?
AdamLrnster
David Bullock
business manager average. In America fltere are quite a
PamelaWoolley few black people, Puerto Ricans and
Wendy Dauphina li
Dana Friedm an
„^«:„„„ _j ,iw
PiKl£,tor
production manager Mexicans. On the average (America)
zrtc iaw
features editor
Emily Isaa cs is still very low."
. __ .. .
Sue Jacobs on
This was taken here as a racial
advertising manager
lay-out editor
Gma
Cornacchio
s
l
ur , though the Japanese
arts editor
Kim King
.
. _ .. .
Sean Collins
government explained that the prime
Elaine Kingsbury
assistant lay-out editor
|ffi&££
Robert
Borghese
Nancy Htmn minister had meant only that Japan's
LameFrarJdm
'
art director
educational task was easier because
TonyScahirro
Hilary Pfeifer
pho to editor
M&eSalvador it is a society with a sin gle race,
advertising design
snorts editor
without the complexities of
America's racial diversity. "I would
Tim Zabriskie
like to express my heartfelt
apology," the prime minister said
typists:
later.
, Allison
That dealt with tlie question of
Gitmv Bracken, Nancy Donahue , Karenp ^i%Stacev MeMon
PMerJ
etimferSymm
Oriclmiary
Mw^J li
manners. The literacy study, which

by RUSSELL BAKER
c. 1986 N.Y. Times News Service

Attorney General Robert Kennedy,
to reduce the heat from federal
agents.
"No," replied the Chicago Mafia
boss, who was associated with
Sinatra in the Cal-Neva Lodge in
Nevada,". . . I have other plans for
them." The FBI learned that the mob
boss later spoke to Sinatra in New
York and met with him in Los
Angeles to book entertainment at a
mob-ownednightclub: Dean Martin,
Eddie Fisher, Sammy Davis Jr. and
Sinatra all performed there, the FBI
was told, without fee.
An illegal gambling operation, tied
in to the nightclub, reaped $3 million
in profit during that run of celebrated
entertainment, according to Kelley's
thoroughly lawyered research.
"Frank lent himself and Dean and
Sammy and Eddie Fisher as bait to
bring in the high rollers," Peter
Lawford
is quoted
as
explaining,"while Sam and the Boys
fleeced them. I guess it was either
that of die."
Lawford, the movie actor, was a
Kennedy in-law and the link to
show business for that political clan.
When the president .and his brother
learned the extent of the Sinatra
association with the. Fischette
brothers and Giancan a, the
Kennedys distanced themselves
from the singer, staying not at his
Palm Sprinngs home, but that of
Bing Crosby. Lawford was then
ostracized by the Pack; his career
suffered, and he was a valuable
source in this book.

No wonder Frank Sinatra went tc
court three years ago to stop the
writer from pursuing "His Way,"
which turns out to be the most
eye-opening celebrity biography of
our time. Under derision in this
space and elsewhere, Old Blue Eyes
dropped the suit
The book will be a best seller for
all the wrong reasons, from
revelations of family secrets (good
for him, rising from humble
origins), to his macho conquests of
famous actresses, culminating in his
emotional defeat by Ava Gardner
(good for her- and for us, because it
gave new depth to his singing).
However, a few of us will study
this work for the evidence
assembled to support its underlying
thenie: that a celeb^'y with supreme
bility to raise
arrogance and *'
funds for politicians can succeed in
buying respectability- if not from
one president, from another. The
transcript of the Sinatra hearing
before the Nevada Gambling
Commission, interspersed with
commentary by biographer Kelley
pointing to evidence contradicting
that testimony, will cause an
ana-Mafia reader's gorge to rise.
Not President Reagan 's, of
course. In the name of fighting
crime, he is willing to subject
millions of innocent Americans to
the most intrusive and demeaning
drug tests; he undermines that
anti-Mafia pose by turning a blind
eye to the photograph of his friend
continued on page 17

Read it if You Can
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was conducted by the Educational it is subject to many different
Testing Service at a cost of $2 interpretations.
million, dealt with the facts. Here
The reaction to its findings
produced less of an uproar than
are some of its conclusions:
Only 6 percent of Americans in Nakasone's remarks. The Japanese
their early 20s read below the prime minister was on the front
fourth-grade level. Only 5 percent pages, while tlie literacy report was
back among the cigarette ads.
cannot meet "routine and
"The United States is not awash it
uncomplicated tasks" such as filling
illiteracy," Secretary of Education
out a job application.
Almost 100 percent of adult William J. Bennett observed, "but
Americans could sign their name on most of our young people are not
a Social Security card or find the very literate... For the $263 billion
expiration date on a driver's license. America spent on education last
But only 20 percent could figure out year, wc should do better than this."
That may be the most hopeful
from a bus schedule when the next
official
statement out of Washington
bus would arrive.
The problem of illiteracy was most since President Reagan promised to
serious among American adult balance the federal budget; but othei
blacks in their 20s. Eighteen observersseem equally ambivalent
"The results are much better than
percent, the report said, read below
the fourth-grade average compared expected, said Gregory Anng,
with 4 percent of whites and 8 president of the Educational Testing
Service. "Th e coun try has reach ed a
percent of Hispanic young adults.
All told, about 20 percentof younf 95 percent level of literacy. No othei
adults could not read as well as the country has achieved that There is
average eight grader, though 98 still a problem for the remaining 5
percent of those studied hod finished percent... but the real need is to
the eight grade. And 38.5 percent work with the much larger
could not read as well as the average proportion of the population that
already can read but doesn't read
11th grader.
well
enough to cope with this
The report, entitled "Literacy:
Pro fil es o f Amer ica 's Youn g technological society."
The report was published after two
Adults," was based on a survey last
national
televsion networks had
year of on ly 3,600 young people
continued on page 17
between the ages of 21 and 25. Thus

Violence Erupts at Colby
by Camilla J ohansson
It appears that there was more
violence than usual on campus this
past weekend. Dean Serjenian said
three fights were reported to him on
Monday morning, although only one
has been investigated so far.
Around 11:45 P.M. on Friday night,
a fight between a senior and an
underclassmanstarted by the kitchen
in the student center. As the fight
moved into the lobby, 4 basket-ball
team members and one student
worker on duty intervened to keep
the two fighters apart Somehow a
bottle was broken , and the
underclassman was cut in the hand
by the glass. The student on duty
believes that the broken bottle was
more or less an accident By the time
Safety and Security arrived, the
senior had left. The underclassman
was taken to the infirmary to care foi
his hand. The party for the
basketball team in the Student Centei

had to close down, since, in addition
to the fight excessivevandalism had
been discovered in the men's
bathroom.
About one hour later, a second fight
that night began in the Spa. The twc
persons involved, (a visiting student
and a Colby student), stated arguing
about who had the right to a booth.
Supposedly, the student from the
other college provoked the Colby
student and started the f ight by
hitting the Colby student nght in the
face. Safety and Security arrived
very quickly to calm things down.
The non-Colby student was taken tc
the Waterville Police Station. The
Colby student did not want to press
charges.
The administration is aware that
fights do occur occassionally. The
only reason that not all are
investigated is simply that some are
not reported. It is not a matter of
who is involved or the degree of
seriousness.

Where have all
the Spaces Gone?

by Alison Como
Many students who brought their cars to school this year were
frustrated to find that many parking spots had disappeared over the
summer. The most obvious is the missing hillside lot and the now illega
spaces behind the old fraternities. Peter Chenevert, Head of Safety and
Security, was able to answer a few questions about the problem.
The dirt lot by Hillside was originally used by the construction
vehicles when the new addition to the library was being built. After
construction was complete, faculty and students began to park there.
Since it was an eyesore, and never intended to be a permanent lot, the
area was replanted with grass over the summer. As a result, parking
behind the old fraternities was opened to faculty and staff to pick up the
overflow. Now these spaces along with the other faculty/staff and
special permit parking areas are open to student use only between 4PM
and 12AM. Safety and Security asks that student cars be moved from
these areas after 12AM because of winter parking rules. Plows must have
access to these areas in order to clear them of snow by 7 AM. Between
7AM-4 PM and 12AM -7 AM there will be strict enforcement of these
regulations , and tickets given to those parked illegally. Security does
keep an eye on the student lots at night, and although parking in them
may be inconvenient, it saves both Safety and Security and the students i
lot of troulble. Tickets for illegal parking have increased from $3-$5 this
year , and unpaid bills will eventually be put on the individual's studcnl
account.
continued on page 10
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Navara ne Lectures on Ghandi I
by Larry Radican
Last Thursday evening, October 2.
Mr Vishwanath Naravane, a former
professor of philosopohy at Colby
and a close comeradeof many Colbj
professors, alumni and students,
gave a provocative and moving
lecture on Ghandi. Mr. Naravane
invited those present at the lecture tc
understand Ghandi's relevance
today, and he summoned all to
comprehend what Ghandi meant
when he said,"The spiritual force of
man is much stronger than his
physical aspects."
In a world fraught with violence,
duplicity and moral decay, it may be
extremely difficult for many to even
attempt an understanding of his
teachings and beliefs. Yet Naravane
urged us to try.
Ghandi was a man who beheld
very special qualities and attributes.
His warm personality, his ability to
transform his ideas into actions and
his essence of humility and
gentleness made him appeal to
many. His ability to reach out to the
masses was "the mark of a true
sage." People traveled miles to see
him. For his followers, just taking
sight of him was enoug h; thr ou gh
simple visual contact there was
spiritual uplifting and revival.

"Ghandi was not dogmatic," he
was, rather, a person of faith, work
and dedication. He dressed in simple
clothes, and lived off fruits, nuts anc
milk. Even though he was a
celebrity, he never acted any
differently, and he shared in all the
chores of the less privileged. When
his help was required, he was there.
When his job was completed, he
moved onward.
Most interesting are Ghandi's
ideas on love, non-violence, anger
and basic human interaction. Ghandi
never believed in violence as a
means of attaining a goal; even if the
goal itself was good. He believed
that truth and non-violence were
inseparable - they were one. Thus,
logically it was impossible to be
truthful if you were angry. Anger
would lead to violence which would
ultimately ameliorate nothing.
At one point in his lecture,
Naravane posed the question: "Has
there ever been a problem solved by
violence?" Peaceful negotiation has
worked, violence never really has. Ii
we take World War II for example,
it can be said that through violence
and bloodshed , the European
problem was solved. Was it really
solved? Or was an answer forced
onto one party by another? To
"solve" a problem implies that the
problem no longer exists. Through
violence, problems are only masked
continued on page 10
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WATERVILLE, Maine - John B.
Hagens, vice president and director
of U.S. Macroeconomics at Chase
Econometrics, will speak on
"Reaganomics: Revolution to
Counter Revolution" on Thursday,
October 9, at 8 pm at Colby.
Sponsored by the department of
economics and the second of this
year's Schmidt-Fellner Lecture
Series, the talk will be in room 215
of the Lovejoy Building, with a
reception to follow in the faculty
lounge.
Formerly an assistant professor ol
economics at Colby, Hagens earned
his B.A. from Occidental College
and his M.A. and Ph.D. from
Cornell University, where he
specialized in economic theory,
public finance and econometrics.
Prior to his government service,
Hagens was an economist at the
Social Security Administration as a
Brookings Economic Policy Fellow
and a senior economist at the
Council on Wage and Price Stability
He has published articles on several
macroeconomic topics, including
inflation and unemployment,
productivity and money demand.
In his position at Chase
Econometrics , Hagens has
responsibility for forecasts and
analyses of the U.S. economy at the
national level.
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Suddenly,the living room was flooded with light
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Women s Lockers Renovated

Blackwell: Colby 's New Assistant Dean
by Ingrid Ekstrom
Dean Blackwell, our new Assistan
Dean for Intercultural Affairs, is
well-aware of 'Colby's low
proportion of minority and
international students, and has
decided to give the problem top
priority in his first year on the job.
In his own words, his job is to
"improve the quality of life for
minority and international students"
on campus. By sucessfully doing
th at , he feels he would get the
satisfaction of seeing growing
numbers of prospective students
from more diverse backgrounds
being attracted to Colby. Blackwell
plans to initiate change by first
raising his concerns with the college
so that the issue will become a more
important one in planning and
administration and, secondly, by
working directly with students to
help them raise issues, solve
problems, or plan activities along th«
lines of improving the quality of
their lives at Colby.
He would like to introduce some
continuity by making certain
programs that are geared towards
minority and international students
into annual, instead of just
occasional, events. One example of
such a program would be a yearly
Bunche Symposium, a symposium
we have had in the past at Colby
based on the Ralph J. Bunche
Scholars Program for "minority
students with demonstrated
scholastic strength and leadership
potential." (Ralph Bunche was a
Nobel Peace Prize winner, civil

B_Sr

rights activist, and leader, a
statesman and a diplomat who was
awarded an honorary Doctor of Law
degree from Colby in 1952 and was
thereafter closely affiliated with the
college until his death in 1971)
Blackwell would like to see these
events become something that is
looked forward to every year,
eventually becoming part of Colby
tradition.
Dean Blackwell comes to us with
plenty of experience to help him
realize these goals. For four years he
worked as Assistant Dean at
Hobart/WilliamSmith in New York,
and, more recently, he spent eight
years at the University of Notre
Dame in Indiana as their director of
Minority Affairs. He appears to be
quite dedicated to achieving the goal;
he has set and, better yet, he is
approachable and willing to talk with
students. Good luck Dean
Blackwell, we look forward to
seeing your ideas set into motion.

Academia Elsewhere
Yale University, New Haven, CT:
Charge of sexual harassment against
sophomore Wayne Rich were
reversed last week. He had
originally been put on two year
probation for putting up poster
satirizing university Gay and
Lesbian Awareness Day (GLAD)
into his own "Bestiality Awareness
Day" (BAD), exercising freedom of
speech.
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Middlebury College, VT: The
Board of Trustees has decided to
completely divest all of the college's
South African investmentswithin 24
months. The Board maintained that
it was not in the college's best
interest to maintain investments in
South Africa given the current
conditions.
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by Kelly Vandal
Thanks to the efforts of many
people, Colby Womens' Athletics
will have new lockers for the winter
season. Many people have
contributed time, energy and funds
into this eight year project for the
renovations of the womens locker
room in the Athletic Complex.
Among them, Gene DiLorenzo, Die.
Whitmore and Sandy Maizel have
been instrumental in getting this
project off the ground and seeing it
to its finish.
The Colby 2000 Club has made
the renovation project its Capital
campaign and pushed it along.
Evelyn Kellett (former athlete - class
of 1926) was the primary funder,
donating $50,000 for the renovation
The project includes complete
renovation of a previously used
area. It proved most feasible in
terms of cost and space to demolish
and reconstruct this area. 1lie project
has gone through many phases,
changes and revisions. The result is
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anything to do with the turmoil from
the demonstration or with a move by
faculty members and students to
oust him last year.
"I think that the events of last
winter were obviously difficult for
the entire college as well as the
presidency but the board of trustees
could not have been more supportive
through that period of time, " said
McLaughlin.
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Dartmouth College, Hanover,
NH: Dartmouth College President
David McLaughlin, who was
criticized last winter for his handling
of an anti-apartheid protest on
campus, announced Monday that he
will resign after the end of this
school year.
McLaughlin, who was named
Dartmouth's 14th president in 1981,
denied that his resignation had

Recently there have been rumors
that the quality of food being served
in the dining halls has gone down.
Scott Bennett, the new dining hall
manager of Roberts explained that
the average cost per meal is about
equal to what it has been in the past.
As a matter of fact, Sellers will not
work where the food cost is too low
(as a rule, they will not work with
state universities). However, this
year prices of certain items (such as
beef) have increased. Thus we do
not see it on the menu as often. Mr.
Bennett also explained that the
dining halls work on a -five week
plan, and the menu is basically a
rotating one.
Comment cards have been made
available, and students are
encouraged to use them. The
management welcomes any
constructive input All suggestions
will be taken into consideration and
put into use if practical
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a much needed, spacious area for
Colby's women athletes. Everyone
involved is pleased with the project.
Although a lot of renovation has
been done in the Athletic complex,
including reconstruction of the
installation of Nautilaus equipment
the primary thrust of the project has
been that of the women's locker
rooms.
When the locker rooms are opened
for the winter season, each womens
varsity team will have its own
facility, complete with blue and grey
lockers. The opening of the locker
rooms has been postponed due to a
shipping delay. Everything else is
ready and awaits the arrival of the
lockers.
In addition to the locker rooms, a
conferenceroom has been made oul
of the old men's baseball locker
room. This, too, was completely
gutted and reconstructed, providing
a conference room for players and
coaches to watch tapes and discuss
games.

The Scoop
On Sellers
by Alison Como
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The Blue Light
Mystery
by Wendy Dauphinais
Thrce weeks ago, as Colby students congrega ted on
the campus for the start of a new year, many
upperclassmen were awestruck by the missing blue
light in the library tower. For many years, students
have made their way across campus ia the midst of a
dark nigh t, often becoming entranced by the luminous,
blue tint
Wha t would upperclassmen now tell the new
freshmen? Is the Colby myth true that once the blue
light goes out, a virgin has gradua ted!
In an interview with several upperclassmen guys,
there was a consensus, that , "No, tha t was vir tually
impossible , they have personally made sure of it."
One night , within a week after classes had begun, the
light in the tower mysteriously app eare d. Those
studen ts who were already head first in their books
might not have even recognized this brief , fain t
glimpse of blue light; for within a few nights , the light
had turned white!
Why has this blue light lost its tint? Rumors held that
maybe more than one virgin had gradua ted in the
spring , and die light will forever be pure white.
Director of Physical Plant , Alan Lewis assures the
studen t and alumni that the regular light was in the
tower, but the blue transparent papers which cover the
windows to make the light appear blue, mus t have
peeled off. Within two days after the _____> spoke with
Physical Plan t abou t the blue light, the problem was
corrected so Colby now resumes it's blue light sta tus.
Lewis says four new floodlights have replaced the old
spotlights this year; thus giving the whole library
tower a more brilliant glow. The intensi ty of the new
lights has attracted a swarm of bats , which circle the
tower each night after sunse t. Could this sudden
appearance of bats have a connection with the myth of
the blue light? Only Colby students know!
Art Director 'sNote: Tmpaying$15,000 ay ear for blue
p hane?
cello

Faculty/Student Connection

by Meredith Hart

The facul ty a t Colby plays a

primary role in both the social and
academic communi ty of the college.
The Faculty Resident Program and
The Associates Program have, for
the past seven years, increased the
opportunity for faculty and student
intera ction outside of the clasroom.
The Faculty Resident Program
involves instructors who live withta
each of the four Commons. In the
Associates Program , 108 faculty
members are active. Throu ghout the
year , the designated Associates will
dine with students , participate in
discussions, and go to a variety of
extra- curricular activities.
Those involved this year in the
Facul ty Resident Program are:
Chaplin Commons - Jprge oiivare!
CTrew orgy Hall); .
J -chnson Commons - Daniel
Coh en & Lesley Fowler
(Oo ddard-Hodgkins),
Scott
Laug hlnhouse (East Quad);
Marv Low Commons . Don &
Colleen Snyder;
Lovcaov Commons - Pat & Ruth
Bra ncnccio (Heights) , Christopher
Shields & Kat hleen Sullivan (Dan a
Hall) , Lin Poyer & Robert Kelley
(Taylor Hall).

As Associate Dean of Students ,
Joyce McPhetres Maisel coordinates

residential life and is responsible foi
working with residence hall staff ,
Commons coordina tors , and faculty
residen ts. Ms. Maisel believes that
the involvement of the teachers is a
positive sta tement of their
committmen t of enhancing the
residential life of the students. The
faculty participation enables students
to recognize faces, share common
interests and hobbies , and discuss
current issues and events. Ms.
Maisel feels the program is off to a
positive start and many goals will be

achieved.

From the student perspective , the
Faculty Resident Program and the
Associates Program are seen as
beneficial and advantageous.
Allyson Siwik , the Cultural Life
Chair , notes that Colby is one of the
few colleges that has a program in
which faculty is required to be
involved in some type of stude nt
interaction . She agrees tha t the
program promotes discussion and
one can talk with a pr ofesssor at an
informal ,. personal level. The
student is able to utilize the tale nt
available on campu s and can
approach a f aculty member about a
myriad of topics. Chaplin Commons
continued on pane 17
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Classes Overcrowded
Phlnnoy

Wh en st uden ts walked into
Professors Lee Feigon and Chip
Hauss 's Compara tive Commun ism

class at the beginning of the
semester , the popularity of the
course was instan tly apparent Not a
chair was empty in the long lecture
hall of Lovejoy 205. Those arriving
last had to borrow chairs from othei
classrooms. "You have to come to
class early , otherwise you sit in one
of those metal folding-up chairs in
the middl e of the aisle ," said one
student
In Profess or Feigon's opinion ,
there is no q ues t ion tha t th e
educa tional value of such a lar ge
class decre ases, passive learning, in
which the studen ts are likely to sil
back and t ake no tes ins te ad of
par ticipating in dialogue with the
instruc tors , is encouraged by a large
class size. "You might as well play
video t apes or assign a book for
$14,000 per year ," said Feigon :
Other professors feel tha t there is
some jus tification in teaching large
classes. Professor Charles Basset!
taeches some 140 students in his
class " The American Shor t Story "
which meets in Lovejoy 100. Man y

upperclassmen non-Eng lish majors
woul d not be able to take an upper

level English course if its enrollment
were limited. "This is good stuff,"
says Bassett "I like to get it out to at
many people as possible, not jus t the
25 senior English majors. "
According to Govern men t
Professor Chip Hauss , there exists
an imbalance in studen t's desire to
enroll in certain courses as opposed
to ot hers. Departments such as
governmen t and history have many
courses in which far more students
would like to enrol l than is prac tical .
At the same time, there are courses
in o t her depar t men t s whose
enrollm ent is not large at all. As Lee
Feigon puts it "There are alot of
perfec tly good courses tau ght by
perfec tly good people , " whose
enrollmen t is never theless small .
An ot her fac t or possibly
contributing to some large class size:
is the chang e in course loa ds for
facul ty and st uden ts. While t he
course loads of bot h hav e been
reduced this semester to allow
students more concentrated study,
studen ts accus tomed to takin g five
courses per semster sometimes

continue to do so, not completely
under standin g tha t this will involve
more work than in pas t years.
Students seekin g to "catch-up " on
credits might also elect to take the
extra course.
Professor Feigon favors an
a bsolute limit on class sizes, as well
as including discussion sessions in
the lar ge classes so tha t teachers can
have more contact with students. In
addi tion, he feels a more long-term
approach would be to spend some
money on hiring more faculty,
"instead of screwing up the parking
lots."
"Crea ting new professorships
might help one depar tment , but it
weaken s other depar tment s.,"

Professor Chip Hauss said. In
theory , a liberal ar ts school should
no t streng then some depar tmen ts
and make them enormously large at
the expense of the smaller ones. To
create a new professorship would
require an allotment of a very large
sum of money. In shor t, the
ques tion of whether or not to allow
large class enrollmen ts to continue is
a question of priori ties.

Farkus is Enthusiastic

by J en Riley

"Colby College? Where is it?"
Those are the words Colby 's new
Direc t or of St uden t Act ivi t ies
though t of when Colby called to
ask him to come up north for an
interview. Fortunately for Colby
College , after touring the campus
and braving an Eas tern Express
flight , John Farkas became a
member of the Colby Communi ty.
Farkas gradua ted from the State
Universi ty of Buffalo with a B.A.
and a Masters degree in Marketing.
Also certified to teach high school,
Farkas began his career in 1978 by
teaching at a juvenile delinquent
high school outside of Buffalo. The
subjects of business , marketing and
remedial math kept him busy during
the days. At the same time he
became involved with the boy
scouts and helped to organize
events and activi ties there during th<
evenings.
After six years Farkas wanted to
move on to something different so
he applied to the State University at
Stonybrook. Hired as the Assistant

Direc tor of Student Activities, he
worked for a student center four
times as large as Colby 's. Af ter
working a t Stonybro ok for some
time, Farkas decided to move on
and applied to other colleges for a
job. Ithaca seemed a good choice
while Cornell was a possibility.
Colby then arri ved on the scene
and , impressed by the facili ties,
studen ts, and genera l overa ll
appearance of t he school , he
accepted the offer to become
Director of Student Activities.
Since the Student Center is new to
Colby , Farkas is mainly intere ted in
utilizing the Center as much as
possible. In the works are an
enter tainmen t series at lunchtime in
The Spa , more vendors on campus
that sell crafts , jewelry and other
student needs, and the continua tion
of decorating the Center with the
black and whit e historical picture s,
some of which are already up in the
Spa. The Spa is a 'definite ar ea of
interest for Farkas. He hopes for it
to become a place where a person

doesn t just hear a stereo in the

background. Two people have been

placed in charge of organizing
programs that will occur during the
week and the weekends at The Spa.
Live music on a regular basis and
the open microphone concept are
being considered. The open mic
concept would allow people to
audi tion to perform music or
comedy and then the chosen people
would perform on Thursday and
Frida y evenings. Movie nights are
also being developed
John Farkas is enthusiatic about hi;
job and the new plans for the
Studen t Center. After tra veling
through Maine for awhile , Farkas
has decided Maine is a nice place tc
be although he would never have
considered Maine as a place to live
if Colby had not offered him a job ,
Farkas lives in an apartmen t in the
bottom of Dana Hall and his office
is located on the second floor of the
Student Center.

Classifieds must be dro pped off at the Echo ;
Office , 3 rd floor Rober t s,.b y 6 p.m. Monda y \
night.

Revenge is Sweet!
Get your roommate
back in the classif ieds!
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Administration Responsible for Glass Size
by Lee Feigon
Every few years, the same thing
happens at Colby. Somebody from
one of the national college guide
books - Insiders' Guide, New York
Times' Guide, Preppie Guide - talks
to a few students, faculty, and
administrators on this campus, gets
the impression that intellectual life is
totally dead here and then writes a
description of Colby implying that it
is a third-rate school. Immediately,
the administration enlists the help of
everyone on the campus to point out
the truly outstanding assets Colby
has - a first-fate student body, a
generally excellent faculty, and a
nice physical plant. Massive
pressure is brought to bear, the
guide book service agrees to up its
rating of the college in its next
edition, and everyone breathes a sigh
of relief and goes back to doing
whatever it was they were doing
before the crisis began.
One thing the administration has
never seriously considered ,
however, is why this problem keeps
recurring. No doubt one of the
reasons is the often discussed
general lack of intellectual
excitement and commitment found in
most Colby classrooms. For those
who went into teaching because of

the excitement of their own college
days and for those students who
expected to have many of the
fundamental ideas challenged and
maybe even transformed, life at
Colby is too often a let-down.
Towards the end of last year, the
Echo in an editorial tried to confront
this problem by discussing one of itunderlying causes - namely the large
size of too many of the classes-at this,
small, supposedly intimate liberal
arts college. Rather than being
confronted and challenged by a
genuine interchange of ideas, Colby
students are too frequently made to
sit like drones in a classroom where
an actor masquerading as a teacher
stands at the front of the class and
tells stories.
An intelligent administrative
response would have been to
welcome this call from the Echo for
a reinvigoration of the Colby
curriculum. Instead, an admistration
apologist wrote a patronizing letter
claiming that statistically the
problem did not really exist and that
anyhow to the extent that therejwas a
problem it was largely the fault of
students who didn't know how to
select their classes correctly.
One slimy letter fro m someone
who is not even at the college this
year does not of course necessarily

represent the policy of an entire
administration. But in spite of its
often stated commitment to small
class sizes and intense intellectual
challenge at Colby, it is clear that
because it is economically efficient
and easy to quantify, the large class
experience at Colby is encouraged.
This is seen in everything from
staffing decisions to the wonderfully
conceived but generally poorly
implemented. Pedagogical Society
(more generally known as the
Pederast Society) sessions junior
faculty were encouraged to attend
last year.
The tragedy of all this is that about
the time this mini-debate on class
size was playing itself out in the
pages of the Echo, the faculty with
the support of the administration was
taking a big step toward
transforming the Colby experience.
The Colby course load for faculty
and students (at least in most of the
social sciences and the humanities)
was reduced so that more attention
could be devoted to individual
courses. Unfortunately and no doubt
because in large part this was not
accompanied by any serious effort tc
restructure courses at the same time,
there have been few changes in most
of the courses being offered this
year in spite of this change. To the
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most amenable to ideas to improve
Colby. In any case, they ultimately
have to endure the ordeal of the
tenure procedure. For those who
still don't know about this, teaching
(though not necessarily the kind of
teaching we would like to see at
Colby) is supposed to be an
important element in this decision,
so in the unlikely case that they need
it the junior faculty are very
susceptible to student pressure.
Next there are those of us with
tenure who cannot be fired and often
have little desire to change our ways
It is against us that pressure,polite il
possible but not so polite if
necessary, is most needed. It is'easy
to go to class, take notes, go home,
and not be involved. After a while
patterns develop that are difficult to
change. But students should try to
break these patterns and be willing
repeatedly (since faculty are
thick-headed) to say so if a class is
not being conducted in a meaningful
manner.
Finally, there is the administration
which should play a leading role in
influencing change on this campus.
In spite of the general tone of this
article, I do not feel that everything
the administration does is bad. There
are good signs, especially the
encouragement of the new freshman
seminar program. But if things do
not go well, it should not be
forgotten by the rest of us that unlike
senior faculty
members ,
administrators can be fired. When
delegations (not to mention
demonstrations) to the president (if it
is a bureacratic flunky) or to the
trustees (if it is the big cheese
himself).
At the very least the excitement ol
this controversy will enliven Colby
and help make it the intimate ,
engaged place it should be.
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contrary, in the History Department
at least there is a serious proposal
under consideration to abolish all
senior seminars.
Before I go further, let me make it
clear that large classes are not by
themselves the problem. A large
lecture is often a convenient way of
conveying a specific amount of
information in a short period of
time, and as long as they are
combined with class exercises and
periodic discussion groups, they can
certainly generate a considerable
amount of excitement. Moreover,
smaller classes are not necessarily
good either. Many of them are taught
as if they were large lectures with
little room for discussion or
questioning. What is inexcusable is
that at Colby there are large classes
with no extra discussion groups and
little interchange in the classroom.
Sure it can be argued, every school
has its gut or Mickey (as in the
mouse), or Bozo for the Masses
classes. But at Colby these classes,
whether actually large or small, have
a disproportionate influence on the
curriculum and contribute greatly tc
the intellectual gangrene so often
bemoaned on the campus.
What then should be done? An
initial proposal would be to limit
class size to a maximum of thirty
except in situations where lectures
are accompanied by discussion
groups, labs.etc. But in addition all
of us - faculty , students ,
administrators - have a responsibility
to keep the pressure on to ensure not
only that the classes really get to this
size but that what happens in these
classes goes beyond mere
entertainment
The people easiest to influence are
no doubt the junior faculty. Since
their numbers include some of the
best and freshest talent on this
campus, they also are probably the
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Markets and Policies

In ternational Investing: Exercising Control
by David Bullock
Durin g the past four years , investors in Internationa:
equities have racked up tremen dous gains. It is
becoming increasingly more obviou s, however , that
the intern ational par ty is quickly coming to ah end.
To identify some of the faster growing markets , let's
see wher e some of the prof essionals, the mutual fund
managers , have pu t their funds ' money. Between June
1982 and July 1986, the Merril Lynch Pacific Fund
yeilded a tota l increase of 311 % (over 77% a year)
making it the top performing fund for that period.
The Lynch fund has historically held over 90% of its
invest men ts in Ja panese stocks tr aded on the Tokyo
Stock Exchange . As recen tly as early September , the

The focus of this weekly column will alternate
betweencurrenteconomicand curre ntpoliticaltopics.
Ja panese market carried a price-ear nings,multiple of
over 40, signifying that investors were projecting large
increas es in fu ture earnings. In contras t, the U.S.
mark et was carrying a pri <£-earnings multiple of 17.
In analyzing the prospects of future earn ings for
J apanese compa nies, it is easy to see that the market
canno t support a price-earnings multiple of 40 or even

30.
Since the dollar 's decline, Ja panese companies have

dras tically cut their prices in order to maintain market
share. Because costs have remained unchanged , this
direc tly reduces profits. Consequentl y, I think we will
see a combination of weaker compa nies dropping out
continue d on page 8

Take a Few Minutes

We know too well what exists; we
need to pluck existence from the
common, every day .and instead hold
it above us in reverenc e. And this
new found joy for objects in the
work can also be applied to our own
being; we now f ind nuances in what

for t heir des tiny ) to be eternally

by John Glass
Why is there somethin g instead of
nothing? Truthfully, I don 't thin k
tha t there is an answer to this
question, if it is even possible to
posit such a problem. Noneth eless,
it gets at an issue tha t permea te s,
every aspect of our life; it is a
question of our existence. Most of
us would readily agree tha t we do
indeed exist, but might go as fajj as
to say that raising such a question is
moot The quest for what it is to
exist is fundamental to us and often
forgo tt en , so set aside a few
momen ts now to ponder no thing
more than your existence.

"The weight of being
always upon us, so it is no
wonder that we do not often
ponder our possible
non-existence ."
The weigh t of being is always
upon us, so it is no wonder that we

do not often ponder our possible
non-existence. Society doesn't help
either; science domina tes our
thought process. It is science, after
all , that comes up with the more
tangible answers , where as
philosophical investigation does not.
The one question science will never
answer though is 'wha t is it to
exist?' , and in this question , we find
use for philosophy. If then we can
pretend for a moment to take the
weight of being off our shoulders , to
let it escape us, then put it back , we
might get some sense of exactly
what it means to exist,
I see our existence as a two-fold
problem : first, we have the burden
as beings-for-themselves (this is to
say beings that are solcy responsible

responsible for their choices. We
crea te our essence through an
infini te number of choices, for in
each moment there is an oppor tuni ty
to affirm what you are , or set abou t
on a different course. The weight oi
this knowledge makes us feel as if
we are "nailed to eternity as Jesus
Chris t was nailed t o the cross "
(Milan Kundera). Choice is our
burden , and our grea test privile ge.
Ima gine an existence withou t
choices , a newspaper for example.
Cer ta inly it exists, bu t this could
not be the same type of existence th£
we
share. It is a being-in-itself ,
with a form and a func tion, but it is
exactly what it is. No more or less
will become of it. In terms fo being,
it does not have an iden tity crisis,
because it has already achieved
perfec tion in itself. We , as
beings-for- themselves, do no t have
this fate of newspaperness cast upon
us. Instead , we have the privilege to
create our own existence.
So this is our burden , but beneath
this is the lighter side of being; it is a
wonder that anything exists at all,
yet it does, and our position is such
that we can observe it all. If we looi
around us , we will find that this is
Autumn. As the leaves'turn , they
disclose their hidden colors .
Everything that exists shares . this
quali ty. Objects do not have to exist,
but they do. They disclose
themselves to us, they shine with a
lightness of being. If we were to
close our eyes, try to imagine that
nothing has to exist, then open them
again , we would see tha t
nevertheless things do exist. They
were always there , just as the colors
benea th the green leaves were
always there , but our veil of
everyday ness has clouded our eyes.
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we have had all along.

Now we have forgotten what it is
to be a self. The weight returns. Out
bodi es are heavy and our minds are
full of responsibility . The world
order must return , for to gert along in
an everyday manner , we cannno t
endl essly pur sue the quest ion of
being or possible non-bei ng of
every thin g. We canno t always think
this way, bu t we can retain the
won der.
May be this is all very apparent to
everyone. If not, then take time
today to really observe what it is to
exist. The more profoundly the
thought strikes you, the closer you
are to unders tanding wha t existence
really implies. On the other hand ,
one might find this all very trivial. II
we look at the world,, we would al
agree that it could be in bett er shape.
The social and poli tical issues of the
day are importan t and deserve
at ten t ion , bu t I believe that the
question raised here is more
fundamen tal than that , if we are a
social being , we are first a
being-in- the-world ,
and
unders tanding what it is to be is the
first problem with which we must
wrestle . There is no easy way of
posing the qucstiosn of being , and
wha t I have said is only a collage oi
existential
the work ' of
philosophers. Perhaps putting them
together in this way confuses the
issues and the thinkers , and for this I
apologize. The question of being is a
large one , and this is only a small
space I have to fill.

Mule News
by Thomas Smedley Kensington
Page two...Dear Readers: Thanks
a pile for your kind lett ers and
words...We 'll try to keep you
happy...honest...the trut h, nothing
bu t t he t ru t h . ..The Psych
Depar tment has been r esett led in its
new pala tial abode...that *s one way
of keeping it qui et. ..whoever said
that comfort and distance does not
calm or corrupt?...Obvious ly some
members of the Governmen t
Depar tment ar e indispensable and
ubiqui tous.. .We've heard of the
long arm of the Law, but the short
end of the stick is what some people
get, really...The Dean of Facult y is
pushing for Facul ty Affiliate s to
swell the ranks...shades of a Prep
School men t ality
STUDENT S
YES !! FLUNKY NO!!...and we
though t that in loco parentis was a
no no.. .Talk abou t tren ds, have you
ever seen a j ogger smile?. ..looking
good is serious busines s look
around you but , don 't touch...The
mostly empt y at all hours Facul ty

Lounge may double as an echo
chamber...no one talks anymore...
could i t be because noone
listens?...S peaking of listening , did

you know that Administrative
listening is highly selective...only
cer t ain wave leng ths make an
impressi on...example : have you
heard that the only Colby Facul ty
member who is an officer in the
National Society for Innovation in
Higher E d uca t ion was totally
ignored in our recen t process of
educa tional re-evaluation...wrong
wave lengttj? or jus t poor use of
human resources?...On t he same
FM topic .have you noticed how
the same people seem to be " chosen"
over , and over, and over again to
serve as "outside" (read: inside)
representatives on various Departmental Search , Review , and Tenure
Committees?...it 's all in the na t ure

of the "wave "....One must not mix
waves or lengths...variety of
opinions just creates confusion...

Did you say tha t colleges foster

intellectual interchange?...By the
way, Malcolm Forbes believes that
men who never get carried away
should be... bring the stretchers...
lots of them. ,.Hear Ye, Hear Ye!!...
t o t ho se who main t ain t ha t
Overseers ' visits (sic) are practically
poin t less: How clever of you to
notice...Let ' s get it together...
Smedley proposes tha t all teaching
members of the Facul ty ra te the title
of Professor. ..doc tors belon g in
hospitals...we 'll find something else
for dentists , vets, chiro prac tors and
dis grun t led memb ers of t he
Church. ..Th e Performing Art s at
Colby are a bright spot..a definite
wo man 's touch is evident...
Br avo ' ...Bis!...Dance on you know
Who. ..No Smedley, there ar e no t
two travel bureaus on campus. ..bu t
there may be several travel agents
moonlighting as faculty...nice work
if you can con-jure it...We
agree. ..September is much too early
for the Craf ts Fair... too early t o
think of t he Holid ay Season
yet ...surely another activity can be
found for Parents ' Weekend... Just
as in the business world, temporary
work ers (TEMP S) are in a t
Colby..."as alw ays, assignmen t s'
will go to those who are most
qualified ":..

Eu stis Ren ova tion will indeed get

going next month...seems rather
silly to, (A), move the mail room as
far as possible . from the door,
making bulky UPS deliveries more
inconvenien t and (B), to move the
nex t mail room nex t t o t he
Duplica ting Cen ter , thus placing the
two most heavily "t raffic ked " rooms
in one tiny corner ... Origina tors oi
this plan may be suffering from a
lack of oxygen or from the heady
altitude of a third floor...No funds
for Facul ty/Staff Dental Benefits but
full speed ahe ad fro importan t
structural renovations... What ever
continue d on page 8
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Offfhe Cuff
by Jim Sullivan
I'm not sure if Colby has a
distinctive type of dancing, but it's
got unique character.- It's a
manifestation of the Mayflower
Spirit- everybody dances. There are
two types of dancing: Girl-Dancing
and Guy-Dancing,within those two
categories styles range from the
John Travolta hustle to the Venus de
Milo Shuffle.
Girl-Dancing. Girls generally can
dance. You can't get around that
fact. Any guy can ask any girl to
dance and be assured that she'll
make the right moves on the floor.
Depending upon how much a girl
likes a given guy, she'll move. If
she's disinterested her arms bendup Mid down, her feet move- back
and forth, and her hips- well they're
there anyway. She's passive; she
studies the ceiling. Still, she looks
good doing it. Sometimes she'll
makeeye contact, not with you but
with a Mend. Suddenly a smile ( but
not the kind a guy wants to see)
transforms her face. That smile
says, "Oh my gods, can you believe
what I'm dancing with!"
On the other hand there are those
girls who are psyched. A guy she
has been scoping for weeks asks hei
to dance, and she aims to make the
most of the opportunity. This girl
moves alot faster than the "passive
victim" type, but it's forced. She's

Dance Floor Aesthetics
too concerned about what the guy
thinks about how she is dancing.
She matches his awkward rhythm
and tries to build on it but it doesn't
jive; she's too into the guy and not
enough into the step.
Girls love to dance with other
girls. They leave all their inhibitions
in their purses hidden beneath a coat
in the corner. Then they dance.
Their styles are always exotic when
they dance together. Their heads
keep time to the beat, bouncing from
the left shoulder to the right shouldei
and, in the path between, those
heads do strange, little wiggly
patterns that somehow make them
look like they know what they are
doing. They employ hips, legs and
arms and these parts flail
rhythmically. 1 think girls sweat
when they dance with each other.
Guy-dancing- guys generally can',
dance. There's not to much to write
about this topic because there's not
much variety in it I know there are
many exceptions and you guys are
hurt because I've heaped you into
the clod-hopping heap with the rest
of us. But, face the facts- most guys
dance like a cracked statue in the
Louvre that vibrates as a crowd of
tourists hurries past it. Guys arms
never move- those limbs may as
well be glued to their sides for all the
movement they perform. Legs bend

Anothe r yea r . _ . .
_ _ . , Anoth er class
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To the Editors:
Way back when I was a student at
rule that is never breached- guys
and feet stomp and people think thai
Colby; the only thing I knew about
we've learned our craft by reviewing never dance with guys.
Career Services was that I wasn't
I won't get into the other types of
did film clips of marching Hitler
spending enough time there. Now,
"dancing" where people become
youth platoons. Actually, we're not
as I spend my afternoons and
that bad, but it's a good idea to use bumper cars and worms on the
evenings helping students write
floor. Those types propel the
hyperbole to stress the fact that
resumes, or make appointments, or
vre'renot that good. One other thing art-form to realmsbeyond the scope
fill out forms, or find resources in
of this article.
about guy-dancing. It's an absolute
the library, I realize how much I
would have enjoyed that journalism
Colby Parking: Let Us Do the Driving
internship I see in the file, or how
by Greg Dumark
much I could have learned from the
the problem, but not enough. It was
-graduate study day last year, or how
not enough to eliminatethe Hillside
There I was enjoying my regular
much worry I could have saved
construction lot and student parking
mid-week sleep-in, rejoicing in the
myself if I had just taken advantage
behind frat row, more could have
fact that I had no class until after
of some of the services I'm now
been done. Just having those spacelunch. Then suddenly a shock ran
helping
other people take advantage
available
is
too
much
of
a
temptation
through my body, that feeling that
of. But what is importantnow is
for those of us who are too lazy to
you have slept through something
not that it is too late for me, but that 1
park in Roberts. If only the
terribly important It reminded me
have finally seen the range of
grand-masters in charge of campus
more of the feeling I had when I
opportunitiesand resources available
parking had thought to eliminate all
used to forget to take out the garbage
in the CareerServices offices.
the student parking spaces. This
cans.and then hearing the nimble ol
Although those of us who spend
truly would have been a stroke of
the garbage truck early the next
time tiling and labelling and
genius.
morning, you would scrambleto get
organizing and grouping the
So what am I suggesting? It
at least one can out This time it
resources in the Career Services
should be obvious to most urban
wasn't garbage but my car, and
library view those resources as
dwellers that I am talking about the
instead of a garbage truck it was thai
valuable property, it is obvious that
development of a Park and Ride
all too familiar yellow and red tow
some members of the student body
program based in Augusta. Think
truck. I ran out only in vain and as I
do«not
have the same amount of
about it, you could leave behind the
stood there choking on the diesel
respect
for
. the objects on the library
headaches of looking for a parking
fumes, I thought to myself "there
shelves as we do. Those of you
spot and those unwarranted Safety
has to be a better way".
who make a habit of stealing
and Security tickets. No longer
That was last year and indeed I
important and costly materials from
would you be running down to
was right there is a better way to
the Career Services library are
security arguing "but only one wheel
solve Colby's parking problem. In
depriving other people of
continued on page 10
fact, Colby has taken steps to correct
THE FAR SBDE
By GARY LARSON information that is not earmarked for
you. alone, but which should be
available to everyone who needs or
wants it. Beyond the obvious
unfairness of ripping off resource
books and shoplifting catalogues anc
other literature, it is ludicrous to stea
resources from our library, since
Career Services owns not one but
TWO Venda-Cards, and we are
V
happy to copy almost anything for
shop
you. You can also sign out many of
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at any other library, and then bring
them back when you're finished.
continued on pace 10
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and the stronger ones becoming more cost competitiv e,
But until then , stock prices will decrease along with
earnings.
One must also consider the fact that the dollar has
dropped considerably against other major fortlgn
currencies, and that the high perf ormance of
international funds since February 1985 can , for the
most part , be attributed to this.
Increasing Japanese demand for U.S. investments
and intervention by Japan 's central bank to mainta in
current rates , lead mc to believe that the dollar has
bottomed out against the yen, and, thus , the prospect
of realizing a significant return as a result of currency
fluctuations is severely limited.
In conclusion, it is my opinion that international
equities in general and Japane se stocks in particular
represent extremely risky investments with little upsid e :
¦
.PPt *PVW'' . i - .- » ¦ ¦ , ¦ » » . » , * . . . , , - . » . . . .. ... . ¦ . ' . . ;

happened to our Facul ty rcp- ^
resentatives on the Financial
Priorities Committee?... and to hear
that some Departments can't even
get sufficient secretarial help!!...
sounds familiar ?...Oh , well, let's ge
"cut esy" ...Long Live Renovatio n
XIV... and Long Live Louis!!!..
Wonder what the increase in next
year's Administrati ve Budget will
bc?...closest answer wins a seat on
three committee s of the Dean's
choice...second guess wins a seat or
four comtflittccs .a.Now for some
real good Mule News...Tax Reform
'86 will Not, repeat Not, eliminato
all prized brea ks for Professors.. ,
special tre atment will continue for
researcher son Tra ppist monks who
sell fruitcake s by mail...also kept ,
breaks for Held studies on native

Alaskan reindeer herders who sell

powdered reindee r horns as an
aphrodisia c (mostly to Asia) ...sec,
RHIP (read: rank has its,privileges !
is not OFF. ,.Enjoy, ybu lucky
people...83 days til Christmas and
Jan Plan.a.falk to yotf next week
unless we're sent taSouth Africa. ,

Dear Editors:
Preface :"I don't like speaking. I
do it to report on what I see... I
don't leave people laughing. I cause
discomfort"~Mitch Snyder
The obsessed voice of the crusadei
for the homeless, Mitch Snyder,
leaned on a podium sprouting from
what he considered the bowels of
Waterville, Maine. The place—Colby
College. A microcosm of corrupt
and perverse capitalist piglets
snorting in troughs of ignorance.
Was his purpose to pluck our
heartstrings? No, Snyder lacked the
tact. He blundered: "You at
Colgate..." The mistake was in his
favor. It reemphasized Snyder's
attack. Colby? Colgate? They're all
the same. "They bear no
resemblance to reality. This place
could be on Venus..."
Some students sympathized.
Others were infuriated, not with
Reagan's injustice to the homeless,
as was Snyder's intention, bu t with
a

the man himself, Mitch Snyder.
He does not promote educational
programs for the homeless nor does
he advocate programs for the
unemployed. He is a man who
denounced segregation and
intolerance, a cult leader living in
Washington, D.C. at his shelter, a
shelter housing 700. His goal is to
create a kingdom. Snyder has no
suggestions as to the creation of his
kingdom only that"We must first
acknowledge one god, to whom
everything is bound...and students
should leave college. Get out. One
does not become educated within the
institution," in the pursuit of truth
and justice.
Snyder woke up at age 26 in a
cold sweat. He knew life meant
more than flying to Puerto Rico first
class to shoot craps for an hour.
Tired of being society's cuckold,
Snyder walked away from a
$50,000 a year position as a

Madison, Avenue management
consultant. "You drink yourself
blind because you hate what you are
doing." In 1973 Snyder joined the
community for Creative
Non-Violence, a group started as a
response to the Vietnam War. First,
he served two years in a Connecticut
prison.Like a dangling modifier, the
reasons for Snyder's imprisonment
had been clipped from the
script."His focus is now the
homeless," read flyers on dining
tables at Colby,"which absorbs
every waking moment of his time
and energy.
Snyder created his religious
community 16 years ago. Fifty
people now run the organization on
Second Street. None receive salary
Every day two thousand people are
given food, clothing and medical
attention.
In opposition to the Vietnam War.
Snyder demonstrated that the

counterpart to the suffering in
Southeast Asia was within yards of
the White House because it was a
reasonably safe place to be. In 1972,
Snyder operated soup kitchens and
in 1976 he opened his emergency
shelter, a place of "reasonable
dignity." *
Snyder proclaimed that a person
has an absolute right to shelter
himself at night and society has an
absolute responsibilty to provide it
"Instead," shouted Snyder. the
homeless are missing persons,
absent from our decision making,
our conscience, our lives."
This creative, nonviolent crusadei
boasted,"!have broken down doors,
literally...poured blood on churches
and buildings that don't keep doors
open during cold winter nights."
Students wondered from whence
such blood came, but no one dared
interrupt. "We created tent cities in
Lafayette Park and called it

Reaganville like Hooverville during
the Depression." Lafayette Park also
hosted THanksgiving dinner to
1,000 homeless and hungry last
year.
The glamour of being a vagabond
has waned. Vagabonds are now
bums. But the majority of people
being classified as bums no longer
fit the stereotype. Snyder claimed
that the diversity and magnitude is
finally being recogniozed. His
message:"It could be you." He
added that in the past seven years,
"The amount of gangrene and frost
bite and hunger on the street has
soared."Snyder recreated George, a
character of Tom Wolfe 's
imagination enlivened 50 years ago
in New York City: George would
cross the Brookline Bridge every
night to visit the public latrines. He
had a horrible fascination with this
obscene meeting place where the
homeless congregated. A devil's

continued on page 10

QUESTION #2.

continued from page 8

was on the grass isn't a hundred
dollars a little, steep?" Nor would
you have to suffer throug h th e
painful experience of having to
"buy" your car back for a mere
twenty-five dollars. And believe me,
when you think about all the time
and effort those guys put in, we are
really getting a bargain. All these
inconveniences could be eliminated .
lot more.
Remember, you've traveled a long
way to Colby, so why not let a
trained professional maneuver
through the hectic downtown streets
to Mayflower Hill. Moreover, by
parking in Augusta you can
eliminate those last fifteen miles to
Waterville. For anyone traveling
from south of Portland, those are
undoubtedly the longest fifteen mile.
in the continental U.S. After arriving
in Augusta, this time warp would be
eliminated and the problem of
parking would be reduced to a mere
walk to an awaiting bus. Just think
of it you could roll into Colby .full)
reclined with a cocktail in hand.
But will Colby students ever see
this day? Not a chance. Instead,
now more than ever we are provided
with devilish opportunities to park
illegally. The tradition will continue,
each weekend our cars will
disappear and each timewe will hav<
to "buy " them back. In fact, it is
rumored that the yellow and red
towing company is the third largest
company behind GM and IBM, and
Colby students are directly
responsible.
As I dream about the day when we
can enj oy a Park an d Ride program ,
I am constantly interrupted by
nightmares about those rumbling
trucks dragging their chains as is in i
bad Stephen King novel. No longei
is it the garbage trucks that ore
making my mornings a living hell, it
is the blinking headlights of lurching
tow trucks on their ominous
mission. So laugh if you will at the
idea of a Park and Ride, but one d ay
you will make a mistake and you too
wilLwake up.fo a cold sweat - '• '. < •
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continued from page 9

commodity, this abyss, where men
squ att ed on open, steamin g stools.
Wolfe found in 1930 tha t the
pinnacles of power were lodged in
vaults on Wall Street during the
Depression. Snyder , in 1986, said
litt le has changed.
"I slept on a heat grate in D.C.,
lived ther e four months an d used the
public bathroom at Washington
monum ent .. The grea t symbols of

wealth in New York have only been
exchanged for political power in

Washing ton ." But Snyder slept on a
hea t gr at e out of choice. Snyd er 's
motive: To know wha t homelessness
really feels like.
He instruc ts the Colby community
to perform likewise. By living
among the homeless , is he no t

perpe tuating the predicament? adding to its magni tude? Allow this
studen t to employ an analo gy: One
does no t help the alcoh olic by
indul ging in alcohol himself.
S nyder
loa t hes
our
government— " the noose on which
we all will han g ." A capi t alis t
system thrives on compe tit ion.
Snyder argues tha t competition is
unheal thy. Society is a corpse tha t
can not be fine- tuned. "No matter
how much formaldihide you pump
into a corpse , it's still dead and
continues to stink ." Again we beg
Snyder for a solution. Whie rallying
for equali ty, he carefully sidestepped
the notion of communism.
Parking Continued from page 3

A gen t leman from Denver ,
anonymous , whose hear t strings
Snyder did pluck , flew to
Washing ton. He represen ted a large
founda tion and offered an even

larger dona tion. But Snyde r 's
organiza tion is not tax-exemp t nor
would Snyder be swayed to make it
so. Snyder does no t believe in
taxation and refuses to give the
governmen t a nickle, "especially a
governm ent tha t pays $600 for a
toilet seat " The metaphor has been
milked bu t Snyder refuses its death.
He also boasted," !have never been
arrested for tax evasion ," perhaps
infering a slight lapse in Reag an's
immor talit y.
The Denver man , in his three-piece
suit said, " Snyder , I used to be a
radical like you: But, I finally
learned to compromise."
"T ha t ' s bullshi t," Snyder
said,"No thing gets done 'til people
stop compromising." Snyder would
not compromise his princi ples. He
begged for our subs tance not our
excess. He forfeited the Denver
dona tion, cheating the homeless of
thousands.
When a sked why he does not
devise programs to educa te and
employ the homeless instead of
developing a dependency on his
penal colony, Snyder thwarted the
Colby studen t and said ," These
people don 't need to be educa ted,
you do. We want centralized

Ghandi Continued from page 3
and disguised , and the guise is only
temporary. Thus , for Ghandi , this
answer would not do, for it was
through the medium of trut h that the
framework of his conviction was
formed.
Ghandi believed that Absolute
Truth was God. This Absolute Truth
sustained the universe , and the
universe was infinite . Ghandi
forwarded that , because we are finite
beings in search of that which
sustains the infinite , wc in our
mortal existences can never know
Absolute Truth. Ultimate Truth is
beyond us , but for Ghandi , there
was Approximate Truth. It was
through the sharing of joys and
sorrows that he was able to attain
this Approximate Truth . Mr.
Naravane remarked that

philosophy. "

Affirmative: Snyder does not leave
p eopl e lau ghin g . He causes
discomfor t by imploring
monotheism, scrutinizing democracy
and debasing instit utes of higher
learning, one of which Snyder was a
guest. One must ask—is Snyder a
saint, an altruis tic crusader for the
homeless , or nei ther? Are the
homeless merely a pawn in a bitter
world of chess where Mitch Snyder
fights to be crowned?
, Question: What is his intent?
Hea ther Anderson

left. He is not a supporter of Falwell
and said .'Tm sick of listenin g to
peop le wearing Gucci shoes telling
me to give up everything...You
people worship all the wron g
deities." Snyder stressed again tha t
he promo tes a religious communi ty
whose goal is to become a kingdom.
Will you be king? " asked a student
He ignored the question.
"Wha t about a student pursuing an
educa tion to become a doct or?
Devoted to fighting cancer. Shoul d
he qui t school? How can tha t be
ignorance or insanity?" aske d a
student
"Because t he world is buildin g
cancer with nuclear waste. Your
intention may be good but the road
t o hell is paved wi t h good
intention. "
Snyder , a man at peace with
himself and at war with the world ,
invi ted by the Cultural life
Committee at Colby College charged
$2,500 for his performance. He is
new; agencie s are promo ting him
and he is inexpensive in comparison
to other guest speakers. Man y
studen ts at Colby depaterd feeling
satisfied. "He 's honorable. " said
Laura Zegel , Cul t ural Life
out his
Chair iperson.1/'He 's living
tif

words.
You sound like
Reagan...and whoever said begging
isn't a profession? It 's one of the

hardes t...and who are you and who
am I to j udge? " The audience
applauded. Had he no t, minu tes
earlier , made a harsh judgemen t on
the white American.

Hands thrus t upward. How do
you feel abou t paying $15,000 a

year to attend Colby?"
"It' s a bad buy, " said Snyder.
Applause.
"How much is Colby paying you
to have you speak tonight? " The
answer; $2500 . His agent receives
a share. Accusations of capitalistic
ction curled
and contradi
como-omise
-.
1

Besides the designa ted student lots, parking is also permitted on the fat
side of Mayflower Hill, and in fron t of the athletic complex, on the
athletic complex side of the road. All other roadsides are considered
firelanes (including the circle in front of East and West Quads). Cars
parked in these areas will be towed. The towing fee is $25.00. Chenevert
noted a past problem of student 's stealin g their cars back from Arbo 's.
He warned tha t Arbo 's can and will put out a warrant that Waterville
police will serve. There is an au tomatic $100.00 fine and court f ees can
run up another $350-$500. If there is a problem with towing, Chenever t
asks the student to discuss the matter with him.
This year the non-registration fine has been increased to $25 in an
effort to encourage students to register their cars. There is no registration
fee aind vehicles have to be registered only once. There are roughly 700
registered cars and about 750 student spaces. Safety and Security feels
that although the lots are not overcrowded they are almost filled to
capacity. The need for ano ther lot is being looked into and in order to
have a more accurate account, it is impora tnt for all students to register
their cars.
Safety and Security asks the studen t body to bear with them.
Surprising as it sounds , they do not like to give out tickets or have cars
towed. They are trying to come up with a solution to the current parking
problem , and ask everyone 's cooperation.
" Ghandi 's greatest ambition was
simply to wipe a few tears from the
human eyes." Ghandi once said ,
"One step is enough for me. I will
do the right thing now - and through
that I'll know one facet of truth
now. " Ghandi reali zed and accepted
the confines of his humanity; he
simply transformed his ideas to
practical life.
Though Ghandi has receded into
the past , his influence cannot be
brushed aside. Naravane said
Ghandi docs have relevance today:
"Hate shrieks and it is heard , love
whispers and no one hears it. " In a
world such as this , "Ghandi is a
source of perennial inspiration to us
all."
Mr Naravaneappeared at Colby as
a guest of the department of
Philosophy and Relioon. ; . ... . .

like smoke around the Studen t
Center , yet were not strong enough
to tickle Snyder 's nose.
Snyder favors nei t her t he
Religious Righ t nor the Religious

government to go away . Society
needs to reintegrate itself...Greedy,
white Americans are ripping off
people of color, robbing and raping
the world... We're guarding great
weal th tha t's killing us. " In
referenc e to employment, Snyder
said , " How can people pull
themselves up by their bootstraps if
they have no feet? '
A st uden t, in defense of our
country 's work ethic said,"!was in
Mexico and saw a man begging for
money on my left and a man selling
Chickle ts for 10 cents on my ri ght.
I'd be prone to give my money to the
man making an attepmt to be
indus trious. Who would you give
your money to Mr. Snyder? "
His answer: "Those are not your

continued from page 8

Please come up to the second floor
of Rober ts to see how many things
we offer you. While you 're there ,

ask us abou t information on
internshi ps, or graduate schools, oi
gran t s, or fellowships , or resume
writing, or looking for a j ob, or past
newsletters , or career counseling , oi
field experience , or recrui ting, or
interviewing , or consor t ia , or
reference files, or employers , or
summer oppor tuni ties, or Jan Plan ,
or t rade j ournals , or special
oppor tuni t ies, or direc tories , or
phone numbers , or addresses , or
alumni cont acts, or educa t ional
oppor t uni ties, or job listings , or
advice on wha t to do with your life.
When we go to find the resources
you need, you'd bett er hope they're
' " ' .„,
still there.
Wendy Lapham 86
Career Services Intern
i, „
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by Chris Watt
When new head football coach

Record: 1-2
Last Game: Colby 7 Lowell 6
Next Game: Oct 11 @ Amherst

Tom Austin arrived on campus this
past February, the Colby football
team was-in shambles. Departing
coach Chris Raymond resigned at
the end of the 1985 season, leaving
behind a dismal record of 5-19. The
team was winless in 1986, and was
mired in a 9 game losing streak.
Enter Austin, not on a white horse tc
lead the Mules to an undefeated
season, but with a positive att itude
and a bright outlook forthe future.
Austin, a former two-way player s
UMO (quarterback and defensive
back), has had coaching experience
at Lawrence High School (in
Fairfield, ME) , Ithaca College,
Boston University, and, most
recent ly, Bridgton Academy in
Bridgt on, ME, where he was head
coach. On e might think that
inheriting a program with such an
unsuccessful past would be
discoura ging to a new coach. "Not
at all," states Coach Austin. "The
players have been ent usiastic and
have shown a genuine committmeni
to the program. Their attitude has
been positive and they seem to be
ready to relax and begin to really
enjoy playing football. " Austin alsc
cited a fine coaching staff and the
true concern of Colby facul ty and
adminis tration as positive factors.
Coach Austin is becoming a
familiar face to the other students

Women's Field Hockey
Record: 3-3-1
Last Game: Colby 4 New England College 0
Next Game: Oct 10 Home vs. Plymouth State
Men's Soccer
Record: 2-6
Last Game: Colby 0 Clark 2
Next Game: Oct 11 @ Conn. College
Women's Soccer
Record: 1-2-2
Last Game: Colby 0 Amherst 0
Next game: Oct 15 @ Bowdoin

Men's Q-ogg Countr y

Record: 9th of 20 at Tufts and 3rd of 6 at Gorham

Last Meet 1stof 3 @ UMA
Next Meet NESCAC @ Bates onOct 11

Women's Cross C- ttPtry
Record: 2nd of 4 at Bowdoin, 1st of 14 at SMUInvitational, and 2nd at
CBB
Last Meet Colby 33 Wesleyan34 E Conn 80 Clark 97
Next Meet NESCAC @ Bates on Oct 11
Women's Tennis
Record: 3-3
Last Match: Colby 9 UMO 0 (Bowdoin Cancelled)
Next Match: Oct 11-12 MALA.WTournament
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HBJ TEST
PREPARATION GUIDES

HBJ COLLEGE
OUTLINE SERIES

The Most Efficient Way to Study ;
• complete course in outline form
• key concepts clearly explained
• extensi ve drill and problem-solving practice
• full-length practice exams with answers
• textbook correlation table

The Key to Success:
• lull-length practice exams
• detailed explanations of answers
• atep-by-step test-taking strategies
• scoring charts

• Analytic Geometry
• Applied Fourier Analysis
• Applied Vector Analysis
• Arithmetic
• Business Communications
• Business Law
• Business Statistics
• Calculus
• Collogo Chemistry
• Intermediate Accounting
• Intermedia te Microeconomics
• Intro duction to BASIC
• Introduction to Fortran
• Princip les of Econo mics: Microeconomics
• Trigonometry

• ORE
* QMAT
* MCAT
' MAT
• LSAT
»CLEP
* NTE
• TOEFL
• NCLEX-PN
« NCLEX-RN

HBJ College Outlines Now
Available For:

by Kate Brennan

here on campus as well. He eats

frequen tly in Roberts dining hall and
feels that close contact with his
players and other Colby students is.
vital part of blending into the Colby
environment
Before this past winning weekend,
Austin was asked what he thought
about the outlook for the rest of the
season despite the two early
blow-out losses (against Union and
Hamil ton) ? "Good, against Union
we were simply outmanned. They
[Union] are comparable to many
division II and even division I-AA
teams," maint ains the new mule
mentor (how many other division HI
teams can you name who have a
300-pound lineman?) The Hamilton
game was a different story,
however. "We had a chance to win
against Hamilton ," he says, "but
ment al errors cos t us. Most
importa ntly t hough, this game
showed our kids that they could
play."
Finally, andprobablywhat is mosl
important & the future of footbal l al
Colby, are Coach Austin's long term
plans. " Idon't view this position a.
a stepping stone. I think that the
Codby football programneeds some
continuity, which is something that
it has lacked in the past ." He seems
quite happy in his new job here at
Colby and seems truly dedicated to
reestablishing the respectabilit y of
Mule football. Good luck Coach
Austin! Let 's hope the future holds
more games like this past Saturday 'well-earned Victory over the
University of Lowell.

Cross
Country
On Saturday, Oct 11, the men 's

The racing division of The Colby

Sailing Club has eight regattas
scheduled for the fall season, fiveoi
which have already been attended.
The results from these regatt as have
been generally acceptable. The most
recent of thesewas The Corinthians
Regatta in Larchmont , New York.
This regatta is unique to college
sailing. Typically collegiate regatt aare sailed in small boats such as
420's, Larks, and Flying Juniors.
The Corinthians Regatta, however,
was sailed inboats ranging from 24
to 48 feet. Twenty-six schools from
all over the Bast coast competed in
this major intercollegiate regatt a.
Each college team sailed a different
boat, while the owner acted as a
crew member. The teams were
dividedinto two divisions based on
the boats rating (a boats rating is
measure of the boats expected
performance based on boat design
and sail area. The higher the rating
the slower the boat). These boats

were provided by generous New

York boat owners.
Five Colby students sailed on a
Morgan30, namedPiffle , owned by
Art hur Eickhoff of St anford,
Connec ticut. Piffle was skippered
by Dave Wehr, with Kate Brennan ,
Matt Murphy, Fbrsythe Kineon, and
Greg Lundberg as crew. Two races
were scheduled for the two day
event The first race was delayed for
an hour due to lack of wind. After a
vicious water balloon fight between
rival teams the race was underway.
The Colby boat had an excellent start
audi although it had the highest
rating, quickly moved upin the fleet
Smooth teamwork and good tactics
led the team to a fourth place finish,
continued on page 17
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and women 's cross country teams
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Snatog

New Coach Ready
for Success

__^it>neiR3 aimi? (wit?

travel to Bates for the NESCAC
championships. Aitken comments
that in the women's race " Colby,
Tufts, Bates and Wesleyan will be
vying for first No one will domina te
and the scores should be very
close." Fans are desperately needed
to cheer Colby to victory, so take a
study break and catch some racing
excitement!
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FOOTBALL WIN S
by Drew Simmons
After an eleven game vacation
from the "win" column, Colby
actually won. The 7-6 victory came
at the expense of the pre-game
favorite University of Lowell team.
Our defense sacked their
quarterback, our offense moved the
bal , our team scored more points
than theirs did, and we really won.
It was a well deserved win for the
motivated Colby football program
Battling against a losing tradition
(the last win was in 1984) and
fighting to regain the support of a
student body who had lost total
interest in the team, the White Mules
kept their noses to the grindstone
and won one for themselves, their
fellow students, and their new coach
- Tom Austin.
"Basically , he [Austin] has
brought in a postive attitude that has
spread through the coaching- staff
and down to the players,"
commentedTight End Alex Millman
Colby's leading scorer with 2 TD
receptions-this year. Formerly
coaching at Bridgeton Academy,
Austin instituted a new offense and a
new attitude - a winning team.

Junior Guard Matt Reilly described
the aggressiveness of this year's
team: "We now have confidence. It
brought us a taste of winning, and
we're going to want it more...more
than the other teams." Within the
team the outlook is optimistic and
also consistently geared toward mon
success this season. The first two
games/defeats on the Colby schedule
were the most difficult Both Union
and Hamilton are far larger schools
with heavy recruitring, and it
showed in Colby's performance.
With only 14 points to their
opponents 75 in those opening two
games, Colby struggled to keep then
composure. The victory over
Lowell came as a result of a
combination of a swarming defense,
a revitalized offense, and a bit of
lu ck.
The offensive line was the
underlying reason Colby was able to
take control against Lowell. The
men in the trenches managed to
provide superior pass protection and
open gaps for the running game as
well. Coach Austin praised the
off ensive line's performance after
the game: "The difference today was

___!___

our ability in the offensive line to
hold them out with the pass
blocking." With two juniors acting
as the seasoned veterans of the line,
Colby saw their ability to
consistently produce offensive
drives as" a central factor .in their
triumph. Last season when the
running game failed, they switched
to a failing pass attack - this season
it's different. The running attack
against Lowell existed as a short
yardage gaining struggle, inable to
produce scores or game breakers.
However, the air game, featuring
two possession receiver tight ends,
has picked up the slack. All three
touchdowns scored this year have
been on passes to the tight ends:
Alex Millman with two, and John
MacNinch with the other.
MacNinch had six receptions at the
Lowell game, -includin g a
spectacular diving leap over the
middle. Millman aced the only
Colby score with a minute left in the
first half, bringing in a picture
•perfect spiral from quarterback Chip
Kispert
The "swarming" defense held
Lowell, who scored 24 points the

__________ _______ -BBBH^^_BB._Bi 8BH_^^ ^*™"^'*

week before, to a measly 6 points.
By virtue of a scouting report
received early last week, the defense
keyed on a blitz that took advantage
of Lowell's inexperienced offensive
line. Senior standout Andy Spirito
capped two sacks on the blitz, while
sophomore Sean Murray followed
suit with one. QB Kispert
rationalized the victory, saying, "th e
pass protection really kept us in the
ball game, and the defense gave us
the win."
With only minutes to go in the
game, the score remained 7-6,
Lowell penetrated deep into Colby
territory with an arching pass to theii
wide receiver. Colby safety Andy
Ayers appeared to have position to
make the interception, but as the ball
came down Ayers slipped on the
muddy field and Lowell made the
catch. Glimpses of victory were
fading quickly. Last weekend the
Lowell place kicker booted a school
record 43 yard attempt, he was
easily within his range. Fourth
down, 45 seconds in the game, and
Lowell sets up for the field goal.
The kick splits the uprights, but an
illegal procedure call against Lowell

______^^^ ^_______ ¦_____^^^_____R ^^^^ _____BF^^^^

_________¦

nullifies it, and the following attempt
from five yards further out veers
strongly to the right: the referees
signals no good. Colby regained
possession, and since Lowell had nc
more time outs, Kispert sat on the
ball - the victory wasours.
There was much more rejoicing.
The countdown of the final seconds
marked the end of Colby football's
winless nightmare. Running straight
from the field, still in full pads, a
group of players stormed Roberts
Union and sounded the Revere bell
to the ecstatic cheering of their
teammates on the back lawn. Tight
end MacNinch said of the renewed
spirit after the game: "I don't
rememberfeeling this good after twc
victories in my freshman year. Last
night everyone, even people who
didn't know me, were saying, "Holj
, the football team won today."
News of the game spread like
wildfire through campus. Jaws
dropped and eyes bugged out; Colby
actually won. Kispert explained the
significance fo the win as "the
dawning of a new era, actually. The
end of misery, and the beginnning
Of.a.aF UN."
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WANTED .EXPERIENCED VOLLEYBALL PLAYER
Looking for experienced Volleyball player to play
in local league.
Please call 872 - 5543
- Ask for Don -
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Women's Soccer
by Chris Watt
The Colby women's soccer team
had a discouraging week, with their
record dropping to 1-2-2. A loss tc
the University of Southern Maine
and a tie with Amherst College
showed the lady hooters that thereis
still a great deal of room for
improvement.
Last Monday, the team journeyed
to Portland to take on USM. The
result was a disappointing 1-0
defeat. The defense put in a solid
effort, but the offense was lacking,
according to head coach David
Laliberty. He cited the team's lack
of ability to maintain a smooth
transition from offense to defense as
a key factor in the loss. The Mules
had 5 shots on goal, while USM

managed 9.
This past weekend,-the Lady
Mules faced off against the Lady
Jeffs of Amherst College out on a
rain-soakedLoebs field. Colby was
lucky to come away with a scorelesi
tie in this one. Only a superb
performance by the mule defense
prevented an Amherst victory. The
lady Jeffs sent 22 shots at goal,
while Colby managed only 2. Hats
offf to goalie Kelly Malloy for a
great individual effort. The wet
conditions contributed to the low
score, with several scoring bids for
both teams being stopped by
puddles. The lady Mules take on
cross-town rival Thomas College
away this Tuesday and'the Bobcats
of Bates College at home today.

Colorectal Cancer Checkup Guidelines for men .
and women over 50 without symptoms:
j

• digital exam annuall y

• stool blood test annually
• procto exam every 3 to 5 years afte r 2 initial
negative tests 1 year apart.
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In Portland-

I
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Exhibitions
Portland Museum of Art " Vinalhaven Press, 1984 - 86" through NovemberSO
Portland Public Library: "In Time and Eternity: Maine Shakers in the Industrial Age,
1872 - 1918" through October 30.
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Performing Arts
"Rhythms of the Night" : jazz dance with Glenn Terry 's jazz repertory dancers;
Saturday, October 11, 8:00 pm; Performing Arts Center
Classical series conert: Portland Symphony Orchestra; Tuesday, October 14, 7:45
pm; Portland City Hall.
Theatre
"Hamlet" : Actors from the London Stage; Saturday, October.! 1, 7:00 pm: USM
Portland
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by Sean Collins
This weekend Runnals Theatre
will be hopping with activity.
Scheduled for the three night event
beginning Thursday are three
one-act plays directed by Colby
Performing Arts faculty. All of the
plays are written by women authors ,
and the overriding, central theme
deals with relationships- each within
its own scenario. The first is entitled
Comin gs and Goings and operates
within the realm of two people
named , oddly enough , "he " and
"she"- obviously focusing on their
respective gender roles. Another odd
facet of this play is that three people
play each character- lending to the
play 's surrealistic and "kinky "
flavor. The director nf Comings and
X2__n is CM. Wentzel.

¦

"
Exhibitions
Bowdoin College: "Vital Statistics: American Folk Drawings and Watercolors from
Private Collections" through November 9.
Performing Arts
"An Evening of Maine Bluegrass " ; Friday, October 10, 7:30 pm; Bangor Opera
House.
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Scraping The Tables

falling swiftly acr oss the wall inside, one might think: Yes,
through the curtain... Drivin g down there 's more to it, of course. " And
the highway, watch those birds on the others , they came from-it, and
the island as they form one and they feel the pain from their falls circle the line of traffic , back to the and those black-purple-green marks
island...Well I guess it can be a little up and down their backs. But now,
confusing or even disturbing if certainly all there is drips from that
you're not accustom ed to a twenty puddle of honey, soon to be tar.
minute body massage(or perhaps
All last week Simone Forti and
Troupe were turning honey into tar
melting into the floor).
were
That was what those two
and helping others - only a small
doing, and then they could have group make their own. On Friday,
been joined by three more-drippin g the dance floor beca me the crucible
like honey. Yet, coming from the of their existence - what? Well,
yeah, they danced. They melted with
each other , falling into oneness, then
no thin gness, then honey. If you
tyt » 20% discount w ith Colby I.D. weren't there , you missed a unique
experience and if you were; perhaps
*
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reach the next table.

They could be walking down the
street , but then someone has slowed
down the speed as the two slide
towards one another; thinks of one,
well, they are. Then it is not even
that , or is it more , but certainly it is
not there.: it is water runnin g
through pink fingers onto the yellow
grass and puddles. Well that kid
down the street who always said he
could hop in the puddle and not get
his shoes wet- here he comes again ,
and his mother could never figure
him out. Or perhaps the headlights

__

The Colby College Museum of Art
has recently ann ounced the
acquisition of two major paintings to
add to its alread y impressive
collection. The works are A Wooded
]Landscape by Gaspard Dughes and
Hercules on the Funeral Pvrc bv
Luca Giordano , both painted in the
latter half of the 17th century. The
purchases were made possible by tht
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The second is called The Apple in
the Eve , directed by Eric Binnie.
Once again there is multi-role
playing for each character. The
actors spend the entirety of the one
act in bed, typicallly, watching the
tele. As is often the case with some
couples, in this case the wife, one oi
the spouses fantasizes while the
other is wrapped up in the
boob-tube.
The last, but certainly not the least,
play involves four characters , all of
which are men. The name of this
one-act is Tht? Rising Mo _ n and is
directed by Richard Sewell.
All three plays will be shown on
three consecutive nights starting
Thursday. The opening act is at
8:00.

Art Museum News

_ _

j bJ^P«A >. Metallic Heli um Balloon .
0
46 Main Street , Water. ,file
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Jere Abbott Acquisition Fund
established by a $1.7 million
bequest left by Mr. Abbott in 1982.
The museum has planned four
special exhibitions for the second
semester. African Art from Colby
Collections will be run Feb. 1-28 in
observation of Black History Month
March 2-April 13 will featur e an
exhibition by several distinguished
artists under the name fnnerlmapes.
Finally, two student art exhibitions
will be mounted in the spring. Ati_.
SUidcnt. ' Exh.b..iQQ will be April
11-27, and the &miQLA_t ___u_ili__
will run May 3-25.
^ y:
An upcoming exhibition is the

flifeat American Quill Festivalwhich

tyllj to ot the museqm ^^ 2^30.
The uhp w celebrates 'iihecSpiiji[';of
Liberty Centennial and includci .51
quilts, one from each stoto (ii)4 one
Atp>| i-ifc/-;i^te , r aurntett ': forociiK - Ara jphe
presentation iii New England nt
Colby/ the exhibition will travel
across the country and then to Japan
during its three year program , , /<

BROTHER AND SISTER
by Jodie Caruolo

The Colby Big Brothers/Big
Sisters Program coordinated by
Louisa Bell, a Colby senior, is one
of the most popular volunteer
opportunities offered by the college.
The program involves Colby
students willing to give up a few
hours of their time each week to
youngsters from. Waterville and"
other local vicinities. The benefitobtained by those involved are both
varied and great.
Richard Foss, co-director of the
program along with Bell, has gained
a lot through his affiliation with the
Big Brothers/Big Sisters Program both as a co-ordinate , and a big
brother. His involvement with the
organization of the programextends
from helping with the original
placement of the volunteers with
their "siblings" to the planning of
events with Bell and the other
members of their staff.
The- events are scheduled
throughout the school year and give
the volunteers diverse activites to do
along with their young friends.
Since these functions (including
cookouts, movie nights, holiday
dinnners, and a visit from Santa
Claus) are-funded by the Colby
administration, they are cost-free
opportunites for the big/little siblings
to spend time together while having

fun.
But while Foss enjoys the
organizational end of the program,
he also realizes the benefts of being i
big brother. He sees his "l ittl e
brother" Randy, a fifth grader from
Waterville, approximately once a
week. Foss likes to spend time with
Randy doing different things such as
teaching him how to play soccer,
playing cards, watching T.V.,
attending planned events, or just
talking. He feels that being with
Randy gives him a chance to interacl
with the residents of the Waterville
community and learn about how
they live. Since most kids in the
program come from underprivileged
families or single parent homes,
Foss says that the program allows
Colbyites to see how the less
fortunate live.
Interest in the program has been
consistently high since its institution
at Colb y. Potential big
brothers/sisters are often put on
waiti n g lists because there are not
enough little brothers and sisters to
go around. The Big Brother/Big
Sister program at Colby is another
way for students and administration
to give of themselves to the city of
Waterville, and especially to its
younger citizens.

A real German band livened up Diana Lawn last Saturday
afternoon for the Oktoberfest weekend.
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OR BUSINESS...
LET US DELIVER TO YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS
LUNCH TIME!
SUPPER TIME!
1 - LITER PEPS.

FREE.

WITH ANY 16" PIZZA
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Appointed to All
College Committies

by Berke Breathe d

BLOOM COUNTY

Admninistrative:
AndrewJeske
Kelly Powers
Admissions:
Dave Bullock
Pam Blanehard
Scott Lanier
Jen Rubin

New Concentration

by Holly Pierce

A new independent concentration
has been developed at Colby. The
purpose of the new concentration is
to provide students "with some of
the quantitative skiillsdesirable for a
properunderstanding of quantitative
arguments being used in the society
in which they live, and to provide
them with analytical skills
appropriate to work in their major
field."
The concentration, which is
referred to as Applied Mathematics
for those strudents majoring within
the Natural Sciences, and
Quantitative Analysis for all others,
was established in response to
alumni desire to be more adept in

quantitative analysis. The QA/AM
Concentration was made possible
through a grant from the Sloan
Foundation
through
the
Foundation's New Liberal Arts
Probation in quantitative reasoning.
The QA/AM Concentration
normally consists of five courses,
which will vary according to one major along with QA111, an
introductory level course without
prerequisites. This course is being
offered to students during Jan Plan
and "features a series of 30-minute
films (eventually to be broadcast on
PBS), demonstrating the uses of
mathematics in our daily lives."
Another course added to Colby curriculum through the new
concentration, is MA 119, a

one-semester calculus course that is
ideal for students who do not want
to take the full two-semester
sequence. The course is an abridged
version of the full year sequence and
its level of difficulty is no greater!
This is the first concentration at
Colby to be open to all majors. The
concentration is similar to a minor,
since it is tacked onto your major,
but it does not require as many
courses.
Anyone interested in obtaining
more information on the new
concentration should see their
advisor or contact Dale Skrien,
Department of Mathematics, Mudd
404.

Subcommittee on International
Student Admissions:
AlexWu
Patricia Hlahane
Brian Low
Connie Gallegher

Educational Policy:
Sven Dubie
Ned Sheetz
Linda Lee
Two appointed by the President
FinancialAid:
Bill Girard
Mark Reilly
Laurie Haley
Lucy Lennon
FiancialPriorities:
Andy Hoag
Greg Lawless
Ron Capdrale

Athletics:
Carol Anne Beach
Matt Stetson
Chris Whelan

IndependentStudy Committee:
Chris Smith
Brigit Uehling
One appointed by the President

Bookstore:
Sue Jacobson
Suzie Welch
Jen Millburn

Library:
Lindsay Carrol
Dan Whiting
Andy Reuman

Computer:
JeffDiSandro
Sue Crowell
one appointment by the President

Student Affairs:
Heather S. Anderson
Andrew Herdeg
Bill Clendenen
Elizabeth Warren
Two appointed by the President
Michael Ashley and Heather
Cameron (ex officio)
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In five minutes you could
change the course of Hi story. And any
other subject you maybe studying.
Just take part in a demonstration
of the Macintosh™personal computer
from Apple?
You'll see how Macintosh can
help you work better, faster and,
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perhaps best of all, smarter,
You 'll also qualify to win a Trek®
12-speed touring bijee.And you'll wallawaywith a free-bi cycle cap.
Macintosh a nd aTrek bike,
Both w ill do more than help you
get ahead. Both will take you ^m
anywhere you want to go. „
^fc

»

Pub Set Informati on indicated on purchase order
Enter September 15 - October 26
Colby Bookstore
Roberts Union
Offer restrictions anddetaih are available alyour microcomputercenter. Bicycle caps Available whilesupplylasts.Trek*isa trademark of'Treh Bicycle .
Corp. <D 1986AppleComputer, Inc. Appleand theApplelogo/ireregisteredtraiiemarks
ofAppleComputer,Inc.Macintoshisa trademark ofMcintosh
Laboratory,Inc. and is beingused withits expresspermission,

Hopeless
•Continued
from page 2
embracing mobsters.
The most obscene act of the
Reagan presidencywas the awardof
the Medal of Freedom to Frank
Sinatra, with Mother Teresa at the
same ceremony. " His love of
country, his generosity for those les:
fortunate ," gushed the president,". .
. make him one of our most
remarkable and dist inguished
Americans.... "
Pity that Sam Giancana, hired by
the CIA in 1961 to kil Fidel Castro,
could not have beenpresent. He had
big plans for Frank and his friends,
bu t nothing so impressive as a
Medal of Freedom. Unfortunately
for history, somebody must have
said " shoot him," and Giancana was
ridded with bullets the day befor e he
was scheduled to testify.

# Read it if
Can
You page
2

Continued fro m
drama tized the illitera cy problem and
suggested t hat the number of
illiterate adult Americans was about1
23 million, or 12to 15percent of the
populaton. A forewardto the report
put the figure at about 10 million.
Either way this is not merely a
problem but a national disgrace that
is obviously getting less attention
than it deserves. Washingt on may
not be " awash in illiteracy, " but it is
awash in reports on arm control,
drug cont rol, deficit control,
populat ion cont rol, divorce and
illegitimacy control , and now
education control , which influences
all the others.
Unlike the problems of armer
cont rol or borde r control, the
problem of
illi teracy is not primarily
a government responsibility but a
pote nt ia l disast er that must be
addressed by the nation as a whole:
by the schools, the churches, the
communit ies and part icularly t he
American family, which itself is in
trouble .
" Ihave to great ly change my
heart," Nakasone said. "I' m going
to make more and more effort. " On
the ques tion of illiteracy, the rest of

us who love our children could say
the same.

•Faculty/Student

conti nucd from page 5

President Laur en Frazza feels that th<
pro g rams" have enhanced the
stude nt-faculty relationship on
campu s and have created a bette r
learnin g atmosphere. The student
can see his professor in a different
light, and therefore a closer-knit
communi ty is formed.
Throu gh the Commons and faculty
involvement , many acitvities arc
plan ned and organized . For
example , on Wednesday, October
8th , Chaplin Commons held a
post-lect ure discussion on the
con trove rsial Mitch Snyder. The
Fac ulty Associates wcre'in tercsted in
the stud ents' reactions and an open
forum was crea ted. Throughout the
year, more social and intellectual
events will occur , and it is to the
stud ent 's benefit to tiikc advanta ge
of the re sources available on
campus .

» GRANTS
continued from page 1

institutions, and $400 per year for

those enrolled in private institutions.
The representatives of the Twelve
Independen t Maine Colleges hope to
convince legislators, in the spring
off 1987, to increase .the number of
grants to 5,000 and also raise the
size of the grants by $200 per
student Cotter said,"Our long termgoal i
to obtain $2000 a grant , andto reach
all 10,000 students that are eligible. "
In order to attain this goal, the
colleges must show the legislators
that a yearly increment is necessary.
The Maine Independent Colleges
Association stresses that in 1986,

Maine provides only an average of
$49 in financial aid to each Maine

student attending one of Maine 's
twelve independent colleges; yet
these colleges contribute over
$314,000,000 to the Maine
economy in that same year.

•The Truth about
Frank
Continued from page 2
government also can oft en be
ludicrously insisten t on the right ol
famous adults to behave irrationally.
In fact, jud ging -from the Times
st ory abou t t he boom in
supernat uralism, passion for the
irrational may be spreading like an
infestation.
The one difficulty with using the
"Hopel ess" file so freely is that it
may produce guilt .Uplif t boomers
will surely urge you to feel ashamed
of your failure to do something, if il
be only to worry i about mass
ex t inction, ancient tribal feuds,
hys t erical politicians , a nat ion
obsession with spook quacks.
Few people, however , can worry
effect ively about more than one
hopeless pickle, and the papers
present several every day t hat
deman d attentio n. The way to avoid
guilt is to pick one utt erly hopeless
sit uat ion and worry about it
intensely .
That' s why Iwas so devastated by
The Bal timore Sun 's "Orio les Lose
Again , 10-2."

• Freshman
Seminar

continued from page 1

in a cluster , gathering to hear a
lecture given by either one of the
seminar leader s or by a guest
speaker. The rest of the class time
will involve intensive discussion of
the topic by the fifteen students in
each seminar.
English professor Peter Harris , the
head of the program , feels that "the

freshman seminar program will be

beneficial for both faculty and
students. The onc-on-one contact
found in small classes will help
minimize the feeling of being lost in
a crowd that can come 'from a
freshman year domin ated by large
lectures. The faculty will benefit
from the experience of teaching with
professors in other departments and
from the faculty seminars in which
professors from each cluster meet to
r *

discuss subjects and teach ing
methods. The freshma n semina rs
seem to be an excellent way to
introduce students
to the
humanities ."

as follows:
l
)Colgate
2)Vasser

3)Univ. of Maryland

Sailing Team

4)COLBY
5)Univ.of Delaware
6)Fairfield Univ.
7)Bowdoin

continued from page 11

This put the team well within reach

8)Norwich
9)Bates (team H)
10)R.P.I.
ll)B__es (team l)
12)H_verford

of the top three.

The second day brought high

winds and fierce competition . After i
shor t postponement the race
committee started the anxious fleet.
Colby was off to a good start and
after the fourth leg was in fourth
place out of thirteen teams in the
division. Throughout the race Colby
held this position. The three boats
ahead of Colby had done poorly in
the previous day' s race (the top
finisher of the three was a ninth
place) and a fourth place finish
would assure the team of a top three
finish (and a trophy!)
Onthe final leg an announcement
came over theradio that the race had
been abandoned due to a mix up in
the race course. The race committ ee
apparentlywas ambiguous as to the
location of a racing bouy and some
boats went the wrong way. Colby,
however, sailed a proper course.
The race committ ee decided that the
race should be cancelled and the
results from the first day would be
the final overall standin gs. The

13)Oswego (teamii)
Otherresults fromthe fall season:
9/13-14 Maine Maritime Bag a
deuce regatt a 420's -10th of 11
teams, Lasers-5th of 7 teams
9/20 Invite at Bowdoin Lark s-3rd
of 6 teams
9/21 Hewitt Trophy At Maine
Mari time-Sid of 5 teams
9/ 21 Northern Series II at
Dartmouth- .-, of 8 teams
Colby will also be sending teams
to regattas at Dartmouth and MIT
thisweekend.

resul ts from Colby s division were
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| Miller's Beverage Barn
OCTOBER SPECIAL

|
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O'Keefe 12 oz.

$3.39 6 pk.

|
i

Killian's Irish Red

$3.79

Rolling Rock 12 oz. bottles

$3.39

|

Coors & Coors Light 16 oz. cans$3.39

j

Pabst 12 oz. cans & bottles

i

$8.69 case

'

Bu_ c.i bar bottles

!i

$2.89
.

GREAT SELECTION OF WINE COOLERS
MIKE AND LEONAMILLER COLBY '63
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BIG G's SANDWICH DEL I is located .
I / S of a mile from downtown
Waterville. 7o find us— cross the
WTVL/Winslow Bridge , go up the
bill and take your first RIGHT
{Monument St.). We 're the 5th '
A
place on the RIGHT.
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We 've CREATED a comfortable ,
but "classy " atmosphere where
you will find 21 of the BIGGEST
&. BEST SANDWICHES made with
our own homemade breads , freshly
ROASTED meats, and the finest
ingredients available!
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We can provide food for any kind
of party or gatherin g and homemade cake s for any occasion.
,

moist

carrot
cake topped with a cream cheese
' c' nQ (which is fast becoming a
ie
legend). —-A HUMUmU^Whoop
pie for 50c? —-AND most folks are
already addicted to our date bars.
There 's more—
We
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We invite you to join our satisfied
clientelle at

B IG G' s S/lNMKlH beLI
/ 8 MONUMENT STREET
WINSLOW — &73-7808
Open Mon, - Thurs: &:Q0am - 1 0:00pm
f r i . - Sat: 8:00am - 11:00pm
Closed Sunday
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Sandra- You're right they really wash the
sheets here. Madrid was really nice! No
strange men in your room this year'.Have a
bopsy, flopsy, bopping year and do
somefliing with that scruffy teddybear.
Love, Kerri
National College Marketing Company
seeks individual or campus group to work
part time assisting students in applyingfor
credit cards. Flexible hours, excellent S,
full training. Meet students and have fun.
Call Janet at 1-800-592-2121.
F.W.T.-To say I'm curious about the
Trivial Pursuit situation is an
understatement. Hope it goes o.k., I
suppose. Did we bet? Am I 6 c's richer?
They'll go well with the G.C., I'm
sure,.ByeJL.Daniel
$60.00 Per Hundred Paid for remailing
letters from home! Send self-addressed,
stamped envelope for information and
application. Associates, Box 95-B, Roselle,
NJ 07203
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Becky and Vanessa!
Hello chicas! Greetings from Spain.
Hope you guys are fine. I'm having a great
time here. Code-A Vanessa. Think really
hard, Don't eat too much pizza this year.
Just think of me- no real pizza here. Beckywatch out for those hills. Miss you guys
muchisimo.
Love, Kerri

The time has come to have some fun and
her's our chance to tell:
A wild senior year we knew was a must,
But did we have to start off with all of this
lust?
From Boston to New York, Tee will fly,
P's in search of that "dependable" guy,
Seaweed's after Irish passion,
Skippy's dying to get back into action,S. knows that DKE's aren't What they .
used to be,
Except where she and EA both agree.
T's our new woman of the 80's,
And B and Al have been such perfect
ladies...
The dirt's been flung
But all in sport
Now we breathless await your inevitable
retort.
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Those interested in playing J.V. hockey
who have not already signed up - please see
Mickey Goulet, 205 Field House. Practice
will start November 1and the schedule will
run to January 25.
Spring Break '87 Earn a free vacation to
Fort Lauderdale or the Bahamas. Students
seriously interested in becoming a campus
rep., call 1-80O-87-BEACH
Junior Year in Salamanca Informational
Meeting: Wednesday, October 8,7:00 p.m.
in Lovejoy 213 with former director,
ProfessorCauz and returned students.
Mike P.- You wild dude! Hope you're
having a great year and are meeting some
real tias buenos. Enjoy yourself- you
deserve it
-JUni
Heights 2nd floor: Kathleen has had a
terrible week, the stress may have gotten tc
her. If so, you can catch her in the Men's
room Friday night, same time as last week.
Manishevitz-You should have come over
and brushed your teeth with us. None of
that Aqua Freshjunk- We use Aim.
-Thehappy people
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F.W.T.-How are you? I'm surviving.
Much time to think, which is not good.
Long time no see. Be good and be careful.
LJ-aniel
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Hey Ted and Marty!- No nude beaches
yet and I haven't seen any men like that one
on the postcard you sent to me. I'm
waiting. Have a terrific year and don't be
too crazy!
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That 's because there are better than 2500 software packages
midni ght
Burning the
KlaJ-SBB
the
|H^fj^^jfi^^^^3B3[^^f§fl^^ oil may be necessary. 3:00 available for them — more than for any other calculator.
2:00or
There's even a special plug-in software package (wc call it the
ll|l||M[fl|M8™™^^ Burning
__HBHHPBBBW
1
0r 4:00 AM oil is absurd . Advantage Module) that 's designed to handle the specific problems
an engineering student has to solve in his , or her, course work,
Especially when an HP calculator can get the
No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences
answers you want—in time to get a good night 's
¦
widely
regard HP calculators as the best you can gel.
sleep.
So check one out, Then , when your mother calls to ask if you're
For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator
getting enough sleep, you won't have to lie,
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any
have
By the way, if you want more information ,just give us a call
HP-41
Advanced
Scientific
Calculators
other calculator. Our
at 800-FOR-HPPC, Ask for Dcpt.658C . mjf im HEWLETT
even more potential.
PACKARD
mSHM
PG12602
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Sports Editorial

AL vs NL on DH

by Richard Marcus '
I'm sure most of you baseball
fans out there know the main
difference , in the rules of the
American and National leagues.
The most important rule being that
the American League has a
Designated Hitter (DH) while the
National League chooses to have itpitchers bat In case you are not toe
familiar with it I'll fill you in on the
general picture. A long time ago in
baseball's glorious past (I don 't
know the date), the American
League decided to change the game £
little. Instead of having pitchers bat
at some place in the order like the
rest of the fielding team, a new
player, someone who wouldn't play
in the field at all, would take the
pitchers spot when it came to
batting. The pitcher would only
have to concentrate on pitching
which is what he was really wanted
for and there would be less chance
of injury. Perhaps this new rule
would help bring in batting
specialists who could help the league
out of its current batting slump (in
1968 Carl Yastrzemski won the
batting title with an average of only
.301). The N ational League,
however, stayed the same and
claimed they were playing purer
baseball.
The American League s batting
problems went away rather quickly
leaving some doubt as to whether
the DH's had anything to do with it
As both leagues expanded there
were less pitchers to go around and
batting was back up to normal. The

leagues peacefully co-existed with
each other with one exception: The
World Series. If these two leagues
weregoing to play each other, whicl
rules would they use? For a long
time the solution was to alternate
years and have the DH rule one year
and have the pitchers bat the next.
With that came the dilemma of
having your team go to the World
Series on a good or bad year. Now
there is a new solution. Beginning
this year, the DH rule will be used in
the American League parks and not
in the National League parks. In this
years case, either the Boston Red
Sox or the California Angels face up
to four games in which their pitchermust bat in the World Series. The
National League pitchers have a
distinct advantage since they have
been batting all year.
Wait a minute here, all pitchers dc
is bunt, right? Well, most of the
time. But there still is an art to
bunting that you can't learn in a few
weeks.We also can not overlook the
fact that both American and National
League pitchers were once great
hitters in high school and college.
They would not have made it to the
majors if they couldn't hit. Playing
in the pro baseball has softened up
their hitting skills because it is not
considered important for pitchers tc
hit in the big leagues. Does this new
rule solve the problem? I think not
We are supposed to be watching the
World Series, where two teams, at
their best, play for; the right to say
they are the best. Shouldn't we be

Women's CC
Beats the Heat
by Laurie Anderson
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.: In spite
of the hot weather, the Colby
women's cross country team edged
out Wesleyan by 1 point to win last
Saturday's Quad Meet attended by
Colby, Wesleyan, Clark, and
Eastern Conn. University .
Continuing a strong season marked
by two first place and two second
place finishes, the Colby women,
who were nationally ranked 15th in
Division III earlier this fall, put forth
a true team effort to dominate over a
very competitive Wesleyan Squad.
Senior Jeanne Guild led the Colby
runners with a personal best of
18:19 on Wesleyan's home course ,
and a 3rd place finish out of 33
racers. Noting that Guild's time is
foster than Colby's trac lc recor d for
5000 meters, Coach Debbie Aitken
said "Jeanne looks phcnommally
strong. She has truly come into her
own and has the confidence to bock
her ability ." Freshman Jill
Vollweilcr rah 2nd for the Mules,

finishing 4th with a tune of 18:41,
while sophomore Karen Boomer
rounded out the top 3, placing 7th at
19:07.
Colby's 4th through 8th runners
formed a tight pack for the first mile
of the race and finished within 1
minute, 7 seconds of each other,
taking 9th, 10th, llth ,12th, and
14th places. This strong team
performance was instrumental in
Colby's victory over Wesleyan,
who "ran very we ll" , according to
Aitken, "particularly their 2nd and
3rd runners." Wesleyan's top runner
Allegra Bur ton se t a new course
record of 17:21 for 5000 meters.
Colby's JV team ma de an
impressive showing with all runners
placing in the top 22 and all ti mes
under 22 minutes. Senior Lisa
Schreck ran a personal best and
so phomore Debbie Greene also h ad
a strong race. Colby should be very
competitive in the JV meet at the
New England championships in
November.

seeing them as we have seen them
all year long? Why can't the two
teams play undej the rules they have
played with up to this point? The
American League uses DH's so let
them keep using them. The National
League can use their pitchersas they
have done all year.

Now, I know all the National
League fans out there are screaming
unfair, so I have my own rule. Let
the National League team choose to
use a DH or not at the beginning of
the series. But then again, choosing
a DH is sort of admitting it is better
than not having one. The National

League is at no disadvantage if it
uses a DH since they can put. in any
godd hitter for the spot. The current
situation is definitely a disadvantage
for the American League. How
would you like to have your first
Major League at bat as a pitcher in
the World Series? '

SKI A BIG MOUNTAIN
..
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' 56 trails "'. 13 lifts"
New snowmaking, 9 tons of snow per minute

Ski A Big Mountain with your College Student Season Pass:
$199 with purchase before 9/30/86
a
$225 with purchase before 10/31/86
Contact your on-campus
Jl—K
representative:
_JJB _DGeor ge Padula
SUgarlOaf/USa
Carrabassett Valley, Maine
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I FED UP WITH EXPENSIVE
JSKI VACATIONS IN THE U.S.??? ^fc
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I STAY INCLUDES:
j
Rourjdtrip
airfare
j
\
Roundtri p transfers between Munich Airport
j
! and hotel
j
k
- Accomad ations at the UNION HOTEL in the old section !
of Innsbruk (This includes seven continental breakfasts & J
I
i
daily host/hostess service at specified times)
*
- Taxes and service charges
]
I
i
- An American Express travel bag
i
]
% SKIING INCLUDES:
i
LIFTS : 34 (two funiaulars , thre e aerial trams , one gondola , 4
)
i
nine chair lifts , and nineteen T-Bar lifts)
i
RUNS: 27 marked runs (42 miles, longest run 4.1 miles) (
ft
CROSS
4
l
COUNTRY: 25 miles of trails
\
{

i

FOR INFO . CALL: CHRISTOPHER TOMPKINS 873-4668 OR X.3047
_ J3PONSEREELBY CAMPUSTRAVEI
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One coupon per pizza^J
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Fast,Free Delivery '"
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Present this coupon to
receive two free 16 oz.
j ¦ IC?t?
®
bottles
of Coka * with
!/*
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|V/VlWt?
any two-item or more
piZ2a .
j
I
I
One coupon per pizza.
|
Customer pays bottle
|
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j „ .— ¦ • Offer good at locations
_TIIV• Hsted.
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Present this coupon to
receive $1.00 off any
two-item or more pizza
with two 16 oz. bottles of
Coke*
One coupon per pizza.
Customer pays bottle
deposit and sales tax,
Offer good at locations
lis,od
'
EXPIRES:
10/15/86
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